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Abstract-our main purpose here is to demonstrate the potential of a new approach which is an 
important expansion of the feedback concept: we have chosen what seemed a natural way of tackling 
some traditional problems of the control theory and of comparing the results against those offered by 
conventional methods. 
The main problem considered is the output stabilization for uncertain plants. Using structural 
transformations, uncertain systems can change to the form convenient for output feedbsck design. 
Synthesis of observer-based control for asymptotical stabilization or uniform ultimate boundedness 
of the closed-loop system is provided. 
We consider the notions of asymptotic and exponential invariance of a control system implies its 
suboptimality. 
A method is described for stabilization of uncertain discretetime plants of which only compact 
sets are known to which plants parameters and exogenous signals belong. New approaches for solving 
some central problems of mathematical control theory are considered for nonlinear dynamical systems. 
New criterious of local and global controllability and stabilizability are indicated and some synthesis 
procedures are suggested. 
Keywords-Control, Feedback, Uncertainty, Stabilization, Controllability, Asymptotic stability, 
Invariance, Sliding mode, Optimality. 
1. NEW TYPES OF FEEDBACK AND ITS 
APPLICATIONS TO SOME CONTROL PROBLEMS 
1.1. Problem Statement 
It is required to stabilize in zero a process 
il = 23, 
5, = az1+ ‘11, 
with a parameter a(t) which is unknown and probably varies in an arbitrary way 
The constant as is known but can generally be as large as desired. Can the process be robustly 
stabilized in zero in these conditions with the desired performance of the transient processes? To 
answer this question, let us first take up the potential of conventional stabilization techniques. 
This work was supported by the Commission of the European Communities-DGIII/ESPRIT Project-ACTCS 
9282. 
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u = -klxl - kzxz 
is clearly incapable of solving the problem with constrained variables kr and kz because the 
process variable a(t) is a function of time, and so, even stability of the closed-loop cont.rol system 
cannot be assured. 
Theoretically, the stabilization problem is solved by making k, the feedback gain, 
u = -k(dxl + x2), 
go to infinity, where the constant d > 0 specifies, for instance, the desired degree of stability. In 
this case the second differential equation of the closed-loop control system 
iT1 = x2, 
k2=axl-k(dxl+xz), 
as k + 00 degenerates into an algebraical equation 
dxl + x2 = 0. 
Once the latter is solved for 22 and the result is substituted into the first differential equation, 
the motion equation of the degenerate system is found to be 
kl + dxl = 0, 
whence the above stabilization problem is seen to be solved (Figure 1). In real life, however, this 
problem is known to remain unsolved because there exists a critical value of the gain excess of 
k,, which, when k > kc, entails instability of the closed-loop control system. Furthermore, as 
the gain increases, amplitude constraints on the signals play an increasingly important, and as a 
rule, negative role. As a result, the problem cannot be solved in this way and so new approaches 
to it are needed. 
Figure 1. 
Adaptation is often used for this purpose but adaptive stabilization has theoretically been found 
to be sound only for a stationary process, or with a = const; even so, the transient processes do 
not necessarily have the desired performance. 
This problem is known to be solvable by variable structure theory methods when feedback is 
u = -kjxll sgn (dxl + x2), 
and is discontinuous in the straight line 
u=dz1+22=0. 
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Figure 2. 
If Ic > ae + 8, then sliding mode starts along the straight line CY = 0 (Figure 2) and the final 
phase of the transient process is described by an equation required by the problem conditions 
5, + dx1 = 0. 
Applications of discontinuous feedbacks run into problems of chattering on-line fast breakdown 
of mechanical elements in the actuators, and on-line use of computers in feedback. 
In effect, no robust methods are in fact available which would stabilize processes whose variables 
are unknown, but binary control theory leads to a mechanism which relies on new types of 
feedback for stabilization of processes by using controllers which are developed in a regular way. 
1.2. The Coordinate-Operator Space 
The subsequent transformations reduce the problem of stabilizing an uncertain process to 
compensation of an exogenous (additive) disturbance, a standard control theory problem. 
First of all, note that stabilization of a two-dimensional process 
51 = 22, 
22 = ax1 + u, 
with the desired performance of the transient process becomes one-dimensional by introducing a 
new variable c = dzi + x2, d = const > 0. Indeed, in terms of the variables (zi,~), the motion 
is described by the equations 
2, = -dq + CT, 
tr = (a - d2) z1 + da + IL, 
and if the variable is finitely or asymptotically stabilized g in zero, then exponential (or required 
by the problem statement) stabilization of the variable zi in zero is automatically assured. 
Therefore the reasoning below will be concerned with a scalar process 
3 = da + u + (u - d2) xl, 
where the latter term may be regarded as the disturbance. 
Let us take up stabilization in the small vicinity of the equilibrium point, or when the following 
equality holds 
14 I bInI, 
where 6 is a fairly small positive number, and introduce a new (parametrical) stabilization error 
such as u 
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It is obvious that as the variable < goes to zero, 5 4 0, so does the o variable, (T t 0. Therefore 
cr can be replaced by t and local (or with 151 5 6) stabilization can be started of the process 
i = -(( - q2 + c + a. 
With the notation 
u= Wlr 
where p is a new independent variable and a rough approximation in the above process equation 
(or when S is small), the above reasoning easily leads to a linear equation 
(=2&+p+a-d2, 
which describes a linear stationary process subjected to an additive disturbance a - d2 and having 
a linear control /L. But this is a standard control theory problem! 
The complex problem of stabilizing a parametrically uncertain problem is thus reduced by the 
above transformations to a standard problem of stabilizing a linear process with know11 variables 
and an unknown disturbance a - d2. 
Supplementing the latter equation with 
we have a description of the original process in the space (zi,<) which can be described as a 
coordinate-operator space because xi is the controlled coordinate and < is a feedback parameter, 
or in more general terms, an operator which dictates the slope of the straight line 0: = <xl in 
terms of the original variables (xi, x2). 
Furthermore, in the expression u = ~1~1, the variable ~1 is a parameter (operator) which ex- 
presses transformation of the signal zi into the control u and so can be referred to, in a natural 
way, as the operator variable or the operator signal. Control in the form u = pzr, where both 
terms are variable, will be referred to hereafter ss binary and so will be system thus controlled. 
1.3. Coordinat*Operator Feedback 
Choice of feedback which would stabilize the process (hereafter the &process) 
(=2d(+p+a-d2, 
is known to be dictated by the shape of the function a(t) which describes the disturbance. In a 
most general case it is unknown and so the natural stabilizing feedback is relay feedback such as 
p= -ksgn& 
k>,~~gxx~a-d2~=ao+d2. 
In this case with < = 0, sliding mode emerges and the average value ~4 of the discontinuity 
p signal is 
ped = d2 - a, 
and depends on the unknown function (this will be useful in further reasoning a(t)). 
What is also interesting is that the control ‘1~ in original variables has the form 
ZL=~Z~=-kxisgn<=-kzr % =-k[q1sgna, 
( > 
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and is exactly the standard VSS control. Consequently, the above stabilization technique includes 
(or, in certain conditions reduces to) VSS-theoretical techniques. In this approach, a variable 
structure algorithm is obtained in a way natural for control theory rather than heuristically, as 
was in fact the case. 
Then sliding mode in close loop is the price of lack of information on the disturbance a(t). If, 
however, additional information on it is available such 8s b = 0 (or a = con&), then in stabilizing 
the c-process, linear feedback would do. Indeed, a standard PI-equation 
is quite suited for this purpose. Indeed, differentiation of the c-process equation yielded a second- 
order equation 
i’+kz(+k&=O, 
which describes the behavior of the closed-loop control system in terms of coordinates (<, 6). The 
variables kl and kz can then be handled so as to make it possible to stabilize the c-process in 
zero. 
In original variables the stabilizing feedback is 
u = -kla - kzxl 
s 
adt, 
Xl 
and does not look like any feedback in control theory. The division step may make such feedback 
unduly complicated, and so without damaging the control performance, this feedback can be 
simplified into 
u = -kla - kp.xl 
J 
sgn(axi) dt. 
This control equation is also stabilizing, which follows directly from stability of the zero in the 
associated equation of the operator variable E, viz. 
. . 
<+(kl-2d)E+k2sgn<=O. 
In the above varieties of feedback, finite stabilization could only be obtained with discontinuous 
p-control. Because continuities are, however, unacceptable on numerous occasions, a natural 
question arises, can finite stabilization be obtained with continuous control? If it can, then 
system robustness is improved and digital controllers could be used on-line. 
When a = const, there are two ways, to solve this problem. In one, the sign of their function & 
or the function E((,& = .!$ - q(e) is assumed to be known, where the nonlinear function q(t) is 
such that the zero 5 = 0 of the equation 
is finitely attainable from any initial position t(O). 
If sgni is known, then finite stabilization in zero is provided by the p-algorithm 
CL = -h J sgncdt - kz s sgn < dt. 
In this case the closed-loop control system is described by the equation 
. . 
5+kzsgnt+kisgn[=O, 
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Figure 3. 
and it is easily found that, with kl > k2 > 0 in switching mode, the state paths twist, into zero 
within finite time, Figure 3. 
If the sign of e(<, 4) * 1s k nown, then with a fairly large gain, the following p-algorithm is finitely 
stabilizing 
p= -k J sgnEdt. 
In this case the control system motion equation has the form 
i+kw[&dE)] =O, 
and standard methods of analyzing switching systems show that within finite time, sliding mode 
starts in the curve E = 0 with a motion equation i = g(r). For this, zero is finitely attainable, 
which makes it possible to stabilize the &process finitely in zero, Figure 4. 
P 
i 
0 6 
k &=O 
Figure 4. 
The above @gorithms are promising in that they lead within finite time to and subsequently 
maintain sliding along, the straight line 
u = x2 + dxl = 0, 
which, aa noted above, signifies stabilization of the original uncertain process in zero with the 
desired performance of the transient process. 
Another advantage of the above stabilization algorithm is also in continuity of the first deriv- 
ative of the function which describe the sliding straight line 0 = 0 in associated control systems 
while only the second derivative of this function is discontinuous b. Recall that in standard sliding 
mode the first derivative of the function u is certainly discontinuous. This new motion mode is 
referred to 8s second-order sliding mode. This mode is more robust than standard slitting mode; 
specifically, with T > 0 being the delay in switching of discontinuous elements, in first-order 
sliding the deviation of paths from the sliding line u = 0 is of order 7, or 
and with second-order sliding, the deviation (T = 0 is of order TV, or 
Id (7”) 9 I4 a47 Iii1 G(1). 
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Consequently, with “small” delays in switchings, second-order sliding mode provides more accu- 
rate sliding along the straight line Q = 0. 
The importance of this finding in applications would increase if second-order sliding could be 
obtained only on the knowledge of information on deviation of the describing point from the 
sliding line, or of information on the variable 5. This can be done, in particular, by using the 
yalgorithm 
p = -k sgncdt - k2 J J 1<j1’2sgn(dt. 
Analysis of motion equations of the associated closed-loop control system 
suggests that with 
true all transient processes settle in zero within finite time. 
Physically, finite stabilization is made possible by infinite increase of friction when the describ- 
ing point intersects the sliding line < = 0, Figure 5. 
Figure 5. 
Heuristic reasoning may lead to various other p-algorithms which would provide the desired set 
of properties for the transient process. But could such algorithms not be reduced to well-known, 
probably standard, steps? This was indeed found to be possible by using structural representation 
of dynamic system, a common technique in control theory. 
1.4. New Types of Feedback 
Let us start with the basic notions. In the above examples the control had the form 
u = px, 
which is a particular case of the binary operation 
where the variables /.J and x are obviously independent variables. 
Systems whose nonlinearities can be described as binary operations are referred to as binary. 
One particular case of them as the VSS when the binary operation is discontinuous and the VSS 
is described by the expression 
Pb, xl = 1x1 S&VP- 
In VSS theory this system is referred to as a Q-element. 
One kind of binary system is a switching where binary operation has the form 
P(cl, 4 = w-G 4. 
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This definition also takes care of bilinear systems where 
A binary operation can also be described by using the notion of an operator, viz. 
where PP and P, are operators which transform the inputs z and ~1 into the control signal u; these 
operators are represented as variables p and z. Following classical control theory, the operator 
description is associated in a natural way with the following dynamic elements, Figures 6a and 6b. 
(4 (b) 
Figure 6. 
In Figure 6a the signal ~1 defines the operator Pw which transforms z into u and so is called 
an operator signal in order to distinguish it from the signal z to be transformed which is called 
coordinate signal. Figure 6b illustrates the inverse situation. In further discussion a double arrow 
will denote operator signals and a plain arrow, coordinate signals. Although this notation is a 
convention, analysis and design of nonlinear systems is made significantly easier. This will be 
shown below but at this point let us proceed with the notation. In addition to a standard process, 
Figure 7a, new types of processes (Figures 7b-7d) result from different interpretations of their 
input and output variables. 
+-I- --F-p== +-lk=== +I-- 
(4 04 
Figure 7. 
(4 (4 
Because the difference between types of variables is a convention, both operator and coordinate 
signals can be subjected to standard transformations such as their generation by feedback. With a 
standard follow-up system, Figure 8a, as the core where S is the setpoint unit, R is the controller, 
and P is the process, three new types of feedback can be introduced, coordinate operator (CO), 
Figure 8b, operator (0), Figure SC, and operator coordinate (OC), Figure 8d. 
This notation will be used in designing the structural diagrams of control systems for an 
uncertain process. 
1.5. Structural Design of a Stabilization System for an Uncertain Process 
For a process P, Figure 9, a controller R has to be chosen so that the process output y 
reproduces the setpoint yB, and the control error e varies in the transient process in the desired 
way, for instance, satisfy the equation 
Se - e = e. 
In this statement of the control problem, an unmonitorable parametric signal is fed to the 
process a E A, the set A being assumed such that standard stabilization algorithms do not work. 
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Figure 8. 
Figure 9. 
(4 
Figure 10. 
Let us give up direct choice of the control operator R on the knowledge of prior information and 
entrust this choice on feedback of Figure 10. This is an important step. Procedurally, this R is 
analogical with replacing programmed control (where everything must be known in advance) by 
feedback control (where the information on the disturbance is incomplete). As a result, what is 
proposed is consistent with control theory. 
If the controller Rp is chosen properly, then once the transient process is over, the equality 
u = 0 holds and the control problem is solved because the relation S, - e = e is true. The form 
of the operator R is no longer important but is certainly such that the desired equality c = 0 
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holds at any time. Consequently, using CO feedback not only makes the control problem (a is a 
scalar) one dimensional but also reduces offsetting the coordinate disturbance a E A to standard 
offsetting a coordinate disturbance for an OK-process (see Section 3) which is described by the 
relation 
e = P,(a)p. 
Note that in the desired state, or with e = 0, the equality holds 
which suggests that the signal 1-1 contains information on the unknown disturbance a (see the 
example where ~4 = d2 - u). It would be natural to try using this information on the parametric 
disturbance in order to improve the control system, in particular to simplify the CO-controller Rp 
or to maintain the constraint 1~1 5 const, where a varies in a wide range. 
Maintaining the constraint I,uI < const is exceedingly important because /.L can be regarded 
as the gain of the controller u = R(p)e (e.g., with u = pe) and so it must not exceed critical 
values if the closed-loop control system is to remain stable. Furthermore, the range of p must be 
reduced in order to improve the robustness. 
The information on the parameter may be used, for instance, in the following way. With d 
being the parameter of the operator S, which dictates the desired behavior of the control error 
and a varying in a wide range, “powerful” p-controls may be needed, which should be avoided. 
The resources of p-controls are saved if the choice of d is dependent on a. True, the variable 
,U = ~(a) is unknown, but because in the desired mode d(a), the dependence may be replaced by 
an appropriate, d(p). 
This results in an O-feedback control system, Figure 11, where R, is the operator of O-feedback, 
and p = R, .p is its output variable which changes d(p). 
Figure 11. 
Choice of R, is rather arbitrary and so the circuit of Figure 11 has enough degrees of freedom 
whose manipulation may influence the performance of transient processes in the control system. 
Various new procedures can be followed now; in particular, because the operator S, looks after 
the performance of the transient process, some of its parameters c(t) may be made to vary in 
time, in compliance with the specified function cs (t). To do this, additional OC-signals u(t) must 
be fed to the process as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. 
The reasoning of this section made it possible to introduce two more types of feedback, 0- and 
OC-, in a way consistent with control theory. Let us see to what extent this reasoning may be 
useful in the example of Section 3. 
1.6. Operator Feedback 
As before, the process to be stabilized is 
il = X2, 
i2 = ax + u, Ial I ao, 
but, unlike Section 3, a coordinate error is introduced 
where O-feedback is represented. For simplicity, this feedback is assumed static; assume that 
P = WY q = const. 
Once an operator variable < is introduced by the relation 
in the domain Ga = {xl 1~1 5 S(zrl} (in Gg this division is possible), the behavior of process may 
be described by the first approximation equations (as before, S is fairly small) 
21 = -(d + 9cl)Xl + 5x1, 
6 = 2(d + q/i)< + (1 - 2qd)p + q/i + a, 
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where p, as before, is the CO-control to be chosen. Assume that 1 - 2qd > 0 and p is the solution 
of the equation 
qfi + (1 - Sqd),u = -ksgn<; 
then the second equation of the closed-loop control system takes the form 
( = 2(d + qp)c + a - k sgn<. 
With k > ae, the coordinate < is locally finitely stabilized in zero with any function Ia(t’)l 5 as. 
Sliding mode starts in zero, the variable p is continuous and satisfies the equation 
q/i + (1 - 2qd)p = -a. 
To simplify further analysis, assume that a = const; then in steady mode pa, = -a/(1 - 2qd) 
and the limit behavior of the basic variable zi is described by the equation. 
fl=-(d-*)x1. 
Consequently, static O-feedback p = q,u finitely stabilizes < in zero with constrained ycontrol 
and a gain K smaller that in associated p-algorithms of Section 3. True, the exponent of the final 
motion phase is different from the specified value of d by -(uq)/(l - qd) which may be made as 
small as desired but cannot be eliminated because q > 0. 
A static error is inevitable with any static feedback because the latter was introduced into 
a parametric space, the static error also proved parametrical. This can be eliminated by using 
standard integral but only OC-feedback, as well as by making q I 0. This will be described more 
thoroughly in the next section and now the physical effect behind this stabilization technique will 
be taken up. Because u = &I, once sliding mode starts, the equality c = 0 holds and so does a 
relation such as 
up = 32 + dxl + pxl = 0. 
But p = qp and so in sliding mode (incidentally, second order), the equality holds 
x2 + dxl 
px1 = - 
Q * 
Recall now that u = ~1x1, which means that in these conditions, the control u is equivalent to 
linear control in the form 
u = -:(x2 + dxl), 
with a large gain l/q, which clarifies the situation in a way consistent with control theory. In 
this control system, however, large gains are not used and so the system is more robust than a 
standard control system which relies on high-gain feedback. 
1.7. Operator Coordinate Feedback 
As noted above, the parametric static error can be eliminated by generating the control as a 
sum 
u = 11x1 + u, 
where v is an additional signal which is supposed to offset the static error. Assume for simplicity 
that 
which reduces the design of appropriate OC-control v to standard choice of an integral n-algo- 
rithm, provided, of course, that a = const. 
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Following standard transformations, rough approximation equations (with 6 small) of a closed-. 
loop control system take the form 
$1 = -(d+QPh+C~1, 
i=2(d+q~)~+(1-2qd)~+q~+rl+a. 
If, as in Section 5, the choice of control is to be made with a constraint 
q/i + (1 - 2qd),u = -ksgn<, 
and the n-algorithm is integral, or 
then the behavior of a closed-loop control system is described by the equations 
i=2(d+qp)t-ksgnE+a+v, 
rj = ep. 
With this dynamic system in equilibrium, the equalities hold 
s = 0, P = 0, 17 = -a, 
and so the final phase of the transient process is described by the desired equation 
This is so if the equilibrium is stable. Before all, one can make sure that in its small vicinity, 
with k > 0 fairly large, sliding mode finitely starts in the point < = 0 and the following equality 
holds “on the average” 
k s@c*q =a+q. 
Consequently, the following motion equations hold in sliding mode 
qfi + (1 - 2qd)p = --(a + v), 
7j = ep. 
The equilibrium position of this dynamic system, ~1 = 0, n = -a, is asymptotically stable if the 
polynomial 
p(s) = qs2 + (1 - 2qd)s + C, 
is Hurwitz, which can be made so by proper choice of the variables and q, e. 
Consequently, the design of nonlinear system structures as outlined in Sections 4 and 5 com- 
bined with standard disturbance offsetting techniques of control theory are highly promising for 
development of robust stabilization systems under parametric uncertainty. 
1.8. Extension 
The proposed approach is applicable to more general cases. In particular, let us take up state 
stabilization of an uncertain n-dimensional process 
k=(A+AA)x+& 
where the parametric uncertainty AA satisfies the matching condition, or 
AA= b-a. 
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where a is an unknown vector function with values in the set A, or a E A. It is required to 
design robust feedback which would stabilize the process in zero with a specified set of nonzero 
eigenvalues {Xi, X2,. . . , X,-r}. 
With the pair {A, b} controllable, there exists a vector 6’ such that the spectrum of the matrix 
At =A-b.C, 
fits the collection {Xi, X2,. . . , An- 1, 0). With d being the left eigenvector of the matrix .Ae which 
is associated with the zero eigenvalue, or 
dAe = 0, 
it is easy to see that db # 0. 
For simplicity assume that the nth component of the vector d = (d’, 1). Introduce a new 
variable 
u = dx = x,, + d’x’, 
where x’ is a vector of first (n - 1) components of the vector z and replace x, by C. In the 
coordinates (z’, a), the process is described by the following equations 
i’ = A’x’ + Ha, 
b = a, + hx’ + u + a’x’, 
where the spectrum of the matrix A’ fits the collection {Xi, Xp, . . . , J&r}, a’ is the vector a which 
was truncated by the last component; a, and a’ are uncertain parameters of the system; and H 
and h are known vectors. The problem is obviously made one-dimensional by this replacement 
because it is sufficient now to stabilize in zero t’he variable a; for with (T = 0, the behav:ior of the 
control system is described by the equation ? = A’x’ which has the desired collection of features. 
As a result, stabilization will tackle a scalar process 
b = a,a + ii + a’x’, 
(where for convenience ii = ‘1~ + hx’) to which the techniques of previous sections are applicable. 
2. OPTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION SYSTEMS 
In differentiating servo systems, the choice of the K-feedback operator, R, (Figure 13) was 
aimed at implementing the equality 
.z = 97 
which yielded, under appropriate smoothness conditions, an estimate for the derivative 
y=iczij. 
Figure 13. 
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An exact equality can be provided for only using a deepcut (k + co) or a discontinuous 
feedback. In all instances, the estimate for derivative was generated from the output signal off 
the K-controller R, . Additive disturbances in the processed signal and amplitude constraints 
at the K-controller input impair the differentiator noise immunity, and consequently, deteriorate 
the estimate of derivative. Besides, the stated performance of differentiation in systems with 
discontinous K-controller Rr, degrades with growing amplitude of discontinuous (switched) signal. 
Consequently, one stands in need of designing differentiating systems less susceptible to those 
factors. We consider now two novel types of differentiating systems. 
2.1. Differentiator with “Small” Discontinuity Amplitude 
The basic idea underlying the design of a differentiator of this type can be clearly exemplified 
by a relay differentiator. Suppose we have singled out an average discontinuous-signal component 
at the integrator output (making use, for example, of an inertial link) and added it to the output 
signal of a relay controller (Figure 14). Then the average value of discontinuous signal y (operated 
in a stabilization mode when e = 0) is zero. This signifies that the sliding mode in this case can 
be sustained by an arbitrarily small switched signal. 
g -t 
-c 
Z 
1 . 1 - 
s rs+l 
L s” 
Figure 14. 
Formally, this follows from the equations 
e!=g-21, u=y+x, 
xi = 21, y = ksgne. 
If a sliding mode is generated at the point e = 0, then B = 0, and the equivalent control value is 
Recall that rjl + z = u, which implies that the signal z(t) gives an asymptotic estimate for the 
derivative 8. Consequently, the average signal value yes = ueq - x + 0 as t + co. For a more 
detailed analysis, it is convenient to represent the structural diagram of this differentiator in the 
form as shown in Figure 15. 
-4 
Z 
c 
e k 
dIF 
- __-. 
-k 
I I 
-1 i t-7 
Figure 15. 
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Along with the tracking error E, we introduce a differentiation error 
e=lj-2, 
and write an equation of motion of the differentiator in terms of variables (e, E): 
t=e-y=e-ksgne. 
If 
14 5 M, M = const, 
then, subject to the initial condition 
E(O) I $7 
a sliding mode sets’in at the point e = 0 within a finite period of time. In this case the equivalent 
value of discontinuous signal is defined as 
ksgn,e = E. 
Substituting this equality into the first equation of the system gives an equation for the differen- 
tiation error 
Ti+& =7ij. 
Therefore, the following estimate for the error of differentiation holds: 
IWII I TM- 
This gives ar;’ inequality 
k>rM, 
which sets the lower bound to the value of discontinuity. 
2.1.1. Conclusions 
(1) In principle, the discontinuity amplitude can be made arbitrarily small in value. 
(2) In the real diagram of a constant filter, one has T 2 7Cr (where rCr is determined by 
imperfections of switching), showing that the discontinuity amplitude cannot be smaller 
thank >r M. lx - lx 
(3) For the differentiator in question, the class of allowable signals is specified by a bounded 
value of 3. 
2.2. Optional Binary Differentiator 
The differentiator in the foregoing section wss designed on the basis of a servo system (tracking 
system); in this section, we are concerned with a differentiator of entirely different design. Its 
basic idea is illustrated by a diagram in Figure 16. Here the “tracking” error 
e=g-z 
is used as an estimate for the derivative of signal g(t). 
,L+)/f+ 
z 
1 Y 
s 4 
Figure 16. 
g” . 
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To be more specific, in the conventional (standard) servo system, one has e = 0, and the 
Rr, controller output signal is identical to the derivative 8. If a disturbance qsin wt interferes 
with the signal g(t), then the output controller signal is 4 + qwcoswt, eventually with qw >> 1. 
Moreover, the amplitude constraints, ever-present at the controller output, are susceptible to 
perturbations, which results in a distortion of the derivative estimate. This suggests an idea of 
“removing” the derivative before the signal has been fed to the controller, since in this case one 
can expect the amplitude constraints to be less detrimental. 
Let us turn to the diagram in Figure 16. It is described by the following operator relationship: 
R 
e=g-z=g-Ae. 
s 
Here s is a symbol for the operation of differentiation. Consequently, 
s 
e=-g. 
s + R, 
For the differentiator-generated phase and amplitude distortions to be arbitrarily small, the 
equality 
S e=- 
7-s + 1 9 
must necessarily be fulfilled for a time constant t = const > 0. Comparing the above relationships 
gives the desired expression for the operator 
R, = (T - 1)s + 1. 
It is seen therefore that in order to have this linear problem (which is a differentiation problem) 
solved by linear formalism, one will need a “pure” derivative operator. One thus gets caught 
up in a vicious circle from which the only way out appears to be the use of effects operative in 
nonlinear systems. 
It is to be recalled here that a similar situation was observed earlier when the use of three 
types of feedback (C-, CO-, 0-) helped to design an operator capable of converting the control 
error x1 to a weighted sum of the error and its derivative, that is 
One will recall that u = /pi, and a comparison of these expressions shows that the action /.L is 
equivalent to the action of an operator 
. (s + d). 
Making use of the binary control principles, we obtain a structural diagram as shown in Figure 17. 
In this diagram, one must specify the operators R, and R, for CO- and O-controllers, respectively, 
and define a binary operation Bg and a setting device S,. 
Figure 17. 
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If we confine our interest solely to the basic features of this diagram, then we may, in a natural 
way, make use of the O-theory results and define operators R,, R,, S,, and binary operation Bv 
in the following manner: 
p = ksgn(ae), u = es - e, k = const > 0, NJ 
P = P, q = const > 0, (4) 
T2 + cpes = e, (Se) 
where 
cp =c+p, c = const > 0, 
y = B,e = pe. &I) 
Accordingly, the structural diagram of differentiator, adapted to concrete conditions, .takes the 
form as shown in Figure 18. 
1 
z s 
* 
Y 
Figure 18. 
In designing this diagram, the following points have been taken into consideration. If the error 
is u = 0, then e = es, and we obtain from the equation of setting device S, 
T6 + cpe = e. 
Since cP = c + qp, this equation can be rewritten as 
T& + (c - 1)e = -qpe. 
This signifies that the “action” of the operator variable ~1 is in effect equivalent to the “action” 
of the operator 
&=- Ts + (c - 1) 
4 * 
This expression, compared with the desired expression 
R-$/ = (7 - 1)s + 1, 
gives the relationships for designing the diagram parameters: 
1-r=;, 
l-c 
l=-. 
Q 
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These relationships are readily satisfied. Finally, the desired equation is 
ri + e = tj. 
We proceed now to an analysis of the differentiating system. The operational events as they have 
been outlined above set in at a certain instant (T z 0. We will consider now the conditions which 
might provide for the occurrence of these events. To this effect, we need an equation for the 
variation of error o. 
Since u = es - e, we have, for one thing 
(j = dS - dlse = e - (c + qp)es 
T 
- 9 + pc. 
Trivially, es = CT + e; therefore 
&= e - c(a + e) 
T 
-Q+pe I-!!+ -y 
( > 
l-c c-e- c+w 
T 
-o-jr+pe l-$ . 
T ( > 
(*I 
Equalities 
l-c 1 C 1-q 
-=i--J Tj=------> T 41 - T) 
follow immediately from the foregoing relationships; therefore, expression (*) can be rewritten as 
&- (l-q+wb . T e 
l-r 41 - 7) 
-9--w=- 
Since p = k sgn(ae), we obtain finally the following equation: 
e 
u=1--7- 
One will observe now that there is no reason not to have parameter q chosen sufficiently small, 
for example, such that 
q(k + 1) < 1. 
Recall that I/.J[ 5 k; consequently, 
l-q+w >. 
dl-7) ’ 
and to provide for a sliding mode at point cr = 0, the inequality below should be obeyed: 
o(e - tj + ~jr - IcTjej sgn ~7) < 0. 
Obviously, this condition is fulfilled in a small vicinity of the point o = 0 in any case, if 
considering that e = 9. 
It is seen therefore, if the above relationships are obeyed and the specified initial conditions 
are fulfilled, a sliding mode originates in a vicinity of zero 0 = 0 after the lapse of a period of 
time such that the desired equality LT = 0 is maintained. The ensuing there from favorable events 
have been described (see above). 
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2.3. Comment and Generalization 
lo. The use of a discontinuous stabilizing feedback allows us to dispense, in this particular 
case, with a “smoothing” output filter Pout, which, by contrast, is a necessity in other 
discontinuous differentiating systems. 
2O. Constraints, imposed on the class of differentiable signals, 
lfjl 5 const, ljl 5 const, 
can be relaxed to 
lijl 5 const, 
if one adopts the strategy outlined in the design of the two optional differentiating systems 
(see Figure 19). Following this strategy, one can reduce the switching signal amplitude. 
Further details are omitted from considerations. 
Figure 19. 
2.4. Numerical Modelling Results 
The differentiating signal 
g(t) = sini! + ~sin(lOOOt), 
contains a useful signal sin t and a perturbation E sin(lOO&). The parameters of the differentiator 
diagram Figure 18 are 
T=f, 
1 
q=iG3’ 
c = 0.95, k = 1. 
Given these, 7 = 0.01. The differepce diagram has been designed by Euler method in steps 
h = 0.001 and h = 0.0001. The modelling results are shown in Figures 20a-20d. 
2.5. Finite Binary Differentiator 
The generalized structural diagram of a finite controller is not much different from that of a 
conventional (standard) binary differentiator (Figure 21). The former is specific in that, it makes 
use of either a C-, or a stabilizing binary CO-controller Rp to provide for the implementation of 
the sliding mode of second order, that is, such a mode when both e and 6 are continuous, and 
g is the only one to undergo discontinuity. It stands to reason that, at the onset of sliding mode, 
the equalities 
e = 0, t = 0, 
are identically fulfilled, and y(t) = b(t) (see Figure 22). 
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Figure 20. + = derivative, z = derivative estimate. 
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Figure 21. Figure 22. 
Any algorithm among those dealt with in Section 1 can be used for a stabilization algorithm, 
that is, a finite-twist algorithm, optimal in both time and drift. 
Let us describe, by way of example, the principle for designing a finite-twist algorithm. As has 
been shown above, the problem of stabilization of a closed loop can be reduced to the problem 
of zero stabilization of a scalar plant, 
t,b = a - k+, I4 I -h “l=const. 
We take for simplicity a = const; the signs of the variable cp and its derivative $J are assumed to 
be known. Then the algorithm 
b = -krsgncp - kzsgnc+b, kl, kz = const > 0, 
finitely stabilizes the plant at zero. 
This is seen from the equation 
$++3k2sgnci,+k3klsgnp=O, 
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Figure 23. 
whose phase trajectories are parabolas defined as 
If Q > p > 0, then, in the twisting mode (Figure 23), the phase point will arrive at zero within 
a finite period of time. 
We note that the sliding mode of second order originates at zero. This signifies that, subject to 
a small time lag 7 in switching, the deviation of cp from zero has a second order of smallness in 7, 
that is, lrpl N O(T~), rather than the first order (191 N O(T)), as is the case with the conventional 
sliding. 
3. STATE OBSERVERS OF UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS 
In the output control of uncertain plants or in problems of measurement, the observation of 
the state of a system plays an important role. The problem of observation is far from being 
definitively solved. In what follows, we show that for the class of uncertain systems with stable 
input-output mapping zeros, the problem of phase recovery has an exhaustive solution. 
3.1. Specificity of Observation under Uncertainty 
We consider, by way of example, the problem of restoration of a regular n-dimensional SISO 
system 
ci = Ax + b$, 
y = cx, 
where A, b, c are known parameters, x is the state, y is the output, II, = $(x, t) is an uncertain 
function. The system’s characteristics are assumed as follows. 
ASSUMPTION A. 1. The transfer function zeros are: 
PTn(S) W(s) = c(sE - A)-‘b = - 
&L(s) ’ 
mln-1, 
max ReSi = -&, 
i=l,...,m 
XI-J > 0. 
ASSUMPTION A.2. For all (x, t) E Iw” x R+, the inequality below is obeyed: 
I~(~7~)l I !41417 
where 11 . II denotes the norm; q > 0 is a known constant. 
What is needed is information about the output, system parameters, and constants A0 and q 
to enable one to synthesize a dynamic system for estimating the state of the system. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The dynamic system (observer) 
solves the problem of estimation of a system state x(t) X-exponentially, if 
JJff 11x(t) - g(t)II = )A% Ile(t>ll = 0, IleWll I Nlle0II exp{--Wt - to)), 
where e = x - Z; the constants N, X > 0 are parametrically dependent on the observer and on 
the system only. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The observer resolves the problem of estimating a system state z(t) A-exactly, 
if for any given constant A > 0, there is an instant of time t’ > to such that for all t > t’ 
IleMI I Allx(W 
The coordinate transformation 
z=Tx, z = [w21T, 21 E llP, 22 E IF-, 
converts the system in question to the form 
22 = A22~2 + 62(A21a + $1, 
Y = c2z2, 
where the spectrum of matrix A11 is represented by a set of zeros W(s); the pair (All,A12) is 
controllable; IV2 (s) = c2 ( SE,-, - A22)-%2 = l/det(E,-, - A&. 
3.2. Complete-Order Observers 
For a complete-order observer, one has 
il = AI1&(0) = z:, 
t2 = (Az2 - Lc2)& + Lc2z2 + b2A2121, &2(O) = Z& 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose Assumptions A.1 and A.2 are fulfilled; if so, the observer makes estima 
tion of the zr system coordinates &-exponentially, and of the z2 coordinates, A-exactly. 
The extreme cases are to be emphasized. 
lo. Let p,(s) = 1. For an observer, we take the system of order n below, 
t2 = (A22 - Lc2)z2 - Lczzz, z2(0) = g?, L E IPl, Z = TI-‘z2. 
The following corollary holds. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose A.2 is fulfilled; if so, the observer makes estimation of the system 
coordinates A-exactly. Here the time needed for establishing the estimate llell 5 Allxll can be 
arbitrarily small. 
2O. Suppose dimp,(s) = n - 1. For an observer, we take the system of order n - 1 
il = Alltl + A12y. 
The following corollary holds. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose A.1 is fulfilled; if so, the observer makes estimation of the state of 
system X0-exponentially. 
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3.3. Reduced-Order Observers 
Assumptions A.1 and A.2 having been fulfilled, the state of a system can be estimated using an 
observer of reduced order. To design an observer of this type, a change of coordinate is generally 
made, 
w = T3zz. 
With an appropriately chosen matrix T3, the system takes the form 
21 = Alla +A12y, 
?.iJ = DllW +&.(D12t1 +$)+D13y, 
n-m-1 
i = a'y+ c yiw. 
i=l 
where Spec Dir is arbitrary, the pair Dir, ba is controllable, the pair Drl, 01s is observable. 
The observer of order (n - 1) 
zL1 = AI& + A12y, Zl(0) = 8, 
8 = DlliC + ~;DI~EI + D13y, 8(O) = Go, 
solves the problem for the system thus transformed. To be more specific, the following theorem 
takes place. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose A.1 and A.2 are fulfilled. If so, the observer makes estimation of the 
z1 coordinates &-exponentially, and of the w coordinates, A-exactly. 
In the case of p,(s) = 1, the system in question takes the form 
ti = DIIW + ball, + D13y, 
n-l 
p = cr'y + c yiwi, 
i=l 
and the following corollary holds. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The observer of order (n - 1) 
solves A-exactly the problem of estimating the system coordinates, and in doing so the time 
needed for establishing the estimate llell 5 Allsll. 
4. OUTPUT STABILIZATION OF UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS 
4.1. Structural Features of Output-Stabilized Uncertain Plants 
In the output stabilization problem of an uncertain regular n-dimensional SE0 system defined 
as 
k = As + b(u + cp(z, t) + $(t)) + M(Y), 
y = cx, 
z is the state, u is the control, y is the system output, A, b, c are known parameters, cp(z, t) and 
G(t) are unknown functions. 
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Defined also is a nonlinear feedback capable of solving this stabilization problem exactly and 
only through the use of finite controller transfer coefficients. 
The following assumptions are fulfilled. 
ASSUMPTION A.l. The transfer function zeros of a plant 
MS) W(s) = c(s& - A)--% = - 
L(s) ’ 
m<n-1, 
belong to the open left-hand ha&plane of a complex plane. 
hsUMPTION x4.2. t&t)l 5 qbll, q > 0, I+(t)1 I 41, ql > 0, IIM(Y)II 5 q&/I, qz > 0 for- a1.l 
(t, 2, y). A special transformation 
W 
x= Y > 
0 V 
converts the system to the form 
Lj = Anw + A12y + Ml (~1, 
Q = A21w + -422~ + A23V + Mz(Y), 
6 = A31~ + A32y + A33~ + b2(~ + ~p(w, y, v, t) -I- $‘(I/)), 
where the spectrum of matrix Ali is represented by a set of zeros W(s), and consequently, the 
subsystem 
CL = AIIW, 
is asymptotically stable. We put 
SO = maxRe{si : hm(si) = 0, i = 1,. . . ,m), so < 0. 
4.2. Conditions of Stabilization 
We make use of an observer 
GN = AIIWN + Ar2y, 
3jN = &WN + A22y + &$JN + I1 (y - YN) , 
+I = AWN + A32y + &sv~ + L' (y - YN) + b2q 
where WN, yN, UN are the estimates for coordinates w, y, and v, respectively. we choose u such 
as to have obeyed the relationship below, 
m n--m 
(T= 
c 
kiwNi + k,+ly + c km+jvNj-l = k’wN + k,+lY + k2vN = 0, 
i=l j=2 
where k’, k2, 11, and L’ are specified parameters. If so, the following statement holds. 
STATEMENT 4.1. Suppose A.1 and A.2 are fulfilled, and M(y) = 0. Then there are t/s :* 
3k’, k2, km+l, and L = [ZI, (L’)t’] such that, after the lapse of a finite period of time, the system 
solutions belong to an s-vicinity of zero. 
To be more specific, let us consider the following statement. 
STATEMENT 4.2. Suppose A.l, and A.2 are fulfilled, and M(y) = Onxl, q!(t) = 0. Then there 
exist k and L such that the closed-loop system is exponentially stable with an exponent Xc = 
max{sc + 50, X}, where 60 > 0 can be made arbitrarily small, and X < 0 is any number. 
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In a special case, when m = n - 1, the system is 
G.J = Anw + A12 + A&y, 
3i = A& + A&Y + b2t7-4 + cp@, Y, t) + G(t)) + Mz(Y), 
and the observer is defined as 
&N = AII~N + Azy, 
YN = 9. 
Suppose u has been chosen such that 
a=y=o. 
If so, the following statement holds. 
STATEMENT 4.3. Suppose A.1 and A.2 are fulfilled. Then the closed-loop system is exponentially 
stable with exponent X0. 
These results have been extended to the output stabilization of uncertain MIMO-systems. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC INVARIANCE IN UNCERTAIN 
SYSTEM CONTROL 
An approach to the control synthesis of uncertain plants is described on the basis of asymptotic 
invariance. In doing so, the “weak” dependence of controllable processes on external perturba- 
tions is determined by the property of asymptotic equivalence of the integral funnel of solutions of 
a closed-loop control system to an unperturbed solution. A definition of and sufficient conditions 
for asymptotic invariance are given. The conventional control problems: stabilization, tracking, 
optimization-are handled within a new framework. A relationship is established between expo- 
nential invariance and suboptimality. The constructiveness of this approach is exemplified by a 
quadratic stabilization problem. 
5.1. Asymptotic Invariance Method 
Consider the uncertain S-system 
2 E fct, x,u, K), x(to> = x0, t 2 to, 
where U and K are specified control and perturbation classes, respectively. 
For each u E U and ?+!J E K, the function f satisfies the conditions for existence and uniqueness 
of the solutions (defined in the Filippov sense) of a differential S(u, $)-equation. For each u E U 
and $J E K, we consider a mapping h = h(t, Z,Z, u, $) for the S(U, $)-system. For chosen u E 24 
and 1/, E K, the function h is a function of time and initial conditions, that is, h ti h(t;xo). 
For arbitrary $1, $9 E K, we denote a+((t; ~0) = h(t; xl,u, $1) - h(t;x2,u, +2), where ~1 = 
x1(% 20, u, qh), 22 = x2(t; 20, u,$). 
DEFINITION 5.1. An S-system is asymptoticaJJy h-invariant with respect to perturbations II, E K 
in the control class U, if there exists u E U such that 
forany$1,$2 E K andxo. 
DEFINITION 5.2. An S-system is (a,~)-exponentially h-invariant with respect to perturbations 
$ E K in the control class U, if there are 6 > 0, y > 0, and u E U such that 
Iq(t; x0)1 I UP(XO) exp{--dt - to)), 
for any $9,$7z E K and x0, where p(xo) > 0, p(O) = 0. 
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Asymptotic invariance is an essential property of control system under uncertain conditions. 
Suppose the perturbation $J E K to which the system is subjected is actually unknown. If the 
S-system is asymptotically h-invariant with respect to perturbations of class K, then it will suffice 
to analyze the control system properties for any fixed $0 E K. If then for all other T,!J E K, the 
S-system will feature asymptotically the same properties. In other words, the integral funnel of 
S-system solutions for certain ~0 E U and $0 E K: is asymptotically h-equivalent to the respective 
solution of S(UO, Go)-system. Consequently, the problem of control synthesis can be reduced to 
the choice of functions h and u E U satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) given a certain $0 E K (for example, $0 3 0) and chosen u E 24, the S(U, es)-system has 
the desired properties; 
(b) S-system is asymptotically (exponentially) h-invariant with respect to perturbations 111 E K 
for the chosen u E U. 
We will consider now some specific features of choosing h and u in the conventional problems 
of control theory, i.e., stabilization, tracking, optimal control, and reference model control. 
5.2. Robust Stabilization 
The direct Lyapunov method can be used in the design of robust control systems. Here a certain 
positive definite function V(t,z) is assumed to be asymptotically invariant. A pair (V(t,z),u) 
is to be chosen such that, given a certain $0 E K, the derivative of function V(t,x) is, by virtue 
of the system, negative definite in the domain of stability. If, for a given u E 24, the S-system is 
asymptotically V-invariant with respect to the perturbation class K, then the S(u, $)-system is 
asymptotically stable for all $ E K. 
5.3. Tracking 
A condition in solving the tracking problem is that the plant output y = y(t,z) tend to a 
setting signal r(t). Control u E lf is chosen such that 
for any $0 E K and for each 20. Since for any $0, II, E K: the equality below is fulfilled, 
Yk 20, u, $00) = Q(t; 20) + y(t; z(t; 20, u, $Jo)), 
it suffices, for the tracking problem to be solved, that the S-system is asymptotically invariant 
with respect to the perturbation class K for chosen u E U. 
5.4. Optimal Control in the Lagrange Sense 
Suppose a pair (2, G} provides for a minimum of the Lagrange function 
for all $I E K: subject to constraints 
k = f(h 2, u, 1cI), z(to) = 50, z(t1) = 21. 
Then, the optimum value of functional J is independent of perturbations; that is, 
The class U may happen to contain no optimal control, and for all u E 24, the functional J is 
dependent on perturbations $I E K, and the boundary conditions on the right are not fulfilled. 
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Thus, the closed-loop system is not optimal. For this reason, the problem of implementing 6 in the 
class U is handled approximatively in terms of a suboptimal control. We define the suboptimality 
index of a S(U, @)-system as 
qu 
, 
$) = 4x7 u, $1 - 4% C) 
J(it,O) * 
DEFINITION 5.3. The Lagrange problem has a suboptimal solution in the class U if for any e > 0 
there exists u E U such that I(u, $) < E for ail $J E K. 
Let us relate the Lagrange problem suboptimality to the exponential L-invariance of an S-sys- 
tem. The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let for certain y,ql,q~,q3 > 0 and for any E > 0 exist a control u E U such that 
(1) there is a perturbation $0 E K subject to which I(u, $JO) 5 q1 . E; 
(2) the S-system E . q2 as it is controlled is y-exponentially L-invariant with respect to per- 
turbations T/J E K; 
(3) the boundary-condition operator satisfies the relationship 
Mzo, z(t1; 20, ‘11, $0)) - @o, z(h; ~O,%$))l I 43 * E, 
for all 1c, E K. 
If so, the Lagrange problem has a suboptimal solution in the class U, and for each $r E K, the 
suboptimality index allows the estimate below to be made: 
5.5. Reference Model 
In a synthesis by asymptotic invariance methods, the control must satisfy the two conditions (a) 
and (b). Invoking the concept of a reference model, the synthesis of asymptotically invariant 
systems can be divided into two steps. 
(a) First, a pair uc and $0 is chosen such as to allow the S(T.Q, go)-system to have the desired 
properties. 
(b) Next, the output tracking problem is solved for the S(ue, $c)-system; that is, the control 
is chosen such that for all $J E K and zc E R”, the condition limt+oo le(t; ql)l = 0 is 
fulfilled for the function e(t; 20) = h(t; z(t; 20, u, $)) - h(t; s(t; 20, u, I/JO)) or 
le(t; x0)1 I b(o0) w{--r(t - to)), 
where 6 2 0, y > 0. 
Step (b) implies an asymptotic (exponential) invariance of the S-system with respect to per- 
turbations $ E K. An attractive feature of this approach is that the synthesis of reference model 
S(uc, $0) reduces to a solution of the original problem when the information is complete and 
explicitly bears no relation to the choice of a control providing for asymptotic invariance of the 
closed-loop system. 
5.6. Distinctive Feature of Exponential Invariance 
Let 
7)(t) e MZO) exp{--7(t - to)), 
and a(t) 2 a~((t; 50). The theorem below provides a simple sufficient condition for the exponential 
invariance. 
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THEOREM 5.2. If, for a certain u E U, there exists a nonnegative function v(t) b v(t; Q,) and a 
constant q4 > 0 such that for all 11 E K: 
1. v(t) is differentiable on condition that v(t) 2 q(t); 
2. (it(t) + -YW)l v(t)&)(t) 5 0, 4to) 5 q(to); 
3. jc(t)l 5 q4 * v(t) for Elll t 2 to, then the S-system (6 . q4,y)exponentially is h-invarjant 
with respect to perturbations K in the control class U. 
5.7. Suboptimal Control of Uncertain Systems 
Consider the uncertain plant LS(u, $I) for which 
p = AZ(t) + b(u(t) + qqt, z(t))), 40) = 20, 
where A and b are known parameters, and 
1(1 EK 22 {W, xc); \Jt 2 0, I$@, z)I 5 $+l4, 
is an unknown perturbation. To be determined is a feedback 2.4 E C minimizing the “total” 
energy functional J = so” L(t) dt, where 
L(t) fi XT(t)&(t) + j.T(t)@(t), 
and P E lPx”, 0 E RnXn are positive definite symmetric matrices. 
We transform the functional as 
J(v) = 
J 
Om [zT(t)Pz(t) + wT(t)Qv(t)] dt, 
where 
P=p+(A-bdT)To(A-bdT), Q = bTob, 
d _ AT@ -- 
bTgb ’ 
v(t) = u(t) + dTz(t) + qqt, z(t)). 
For an optimal quadratic problem, the extremal 2(t) is independent of perturbations $ E K and 
obeys the equation k(t) = (A - bK)g(t), where K = I? + dT, I? = QmlbTR, and R > 0 is a 
solution to the algebraic Riccati equation 
P - RbQ-‘bTR + R (A - bdT) + (A - bdT)T R = 0. 
Here the functional is taken at its minimum 
However, the optimal control is dependent on perturbations and is not continuous, considering 
that discontinuous perturbations are contained in K. Therefore the solution of the problem in 
question reduces to an approximation of optimal control in the class U. We make use of the result 
that follows from the representation of the general Cauchy solution of the LS(u, $)-system. We 
denote 
ho(t) = 
J 
m exp{-l(t - s)} . [Kz(s) + u(s) + $(s, z(s))] ds, 1 > 0. 
0 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (exp{(A - bK)t)l I Nexp(-yet), and for a certain u E Z-4 and for all T,!I E K, 
there are 60,q5,q6 > 0 and 0 < 7 < ^(o such that 
1. Iho I 60 .I~01 . exp(--V), t 2 0; 
2. Iho(t)l I 6045 - lpol - exp(-rt), t 16 
3. Va&O(t) 5 ~ObOl, suPIO,t] IhO 5 q6bOl. 
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If so, the LS(u, G)-system is asymptotically L-invariant with respect to perturbations 1c, E K, 
and the suboptimality index for all II, E K: is estimated as 
where X *in(R) is the least eigenvalue of matrix R. 
Based on Theorem 5.3, we define the control as 
u(t) = -Kz(t) + t&)(t), 
and making use of u+(t), provide for an exponential decay of the “integrated error” 
c(t) = J otexp{-Z(t - s)} * [q,(s) + $(s, z(s))] ds. 
We represent u+(t) in the form 
where K,, K,, Q are constructive parameters of the control algorithm. The following theorem 
takes place. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose, fulfilled is the condition for Theorem 5.3. Then, for any & > 0 and 
0 < 7 < yo there exist 95, q6 > 0, Kz > 0 and there is an instant of time t^ 2 0 such that for all 
K, 2 Ki, the following is fulfilled on the LS(u, $)-system solutions: 
1. lo(t)1 I 60 . lzol . exp(-yt), t 1 0; 
5.8. Integrated Error 
We make use of an asymptotic observer to estimate the integrated error. We choose a row 
vector cT E IP such that cb = 1. Then a(t) = m(t) - C(t) + E(t), where the variable C obeys the 
equation 
i(t) = cAz(t) = Z(cz(t) - c(t)), C(O) = co7 
and the estimation error E(t) = (CQ - CO) exp(-lt) decays exponentially whatever be u E U and 
+ E Kc. 
The method has been extended to nonlinear systems. 
6. ROBUST STABILIZATION OF DELAYED 
UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS 
The problem for stabilizing uncertain plants with after end-point action is solved using a com- 
plete vector-of-state feedback in a continuous control class under the conditions when unknown 
perturbations, variable at any rate within a specified range, are operative in the control channel. 
6.1. Formalized Statement of Problem 
Let T 2 0 be a given number and C be a Banach space of continuous functions which serve 
to map the segment [-r,O] in Rn with a uniform convergence topology for an element cp E C, 
llvll = mak+9<0 lv(~)l. -- 
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Suppose a strongly continuous semigroup of linear transformations {T(~)}Q~ is defined on C. 
For any t 2 0, we define zt E C through the relation {zt dgf z:(t + d), -r 5 19 5 0) and denote 
.zt(cp) = mcp. 
We consider the controllable process 
xt = G(P) + h, 
where 
ht = 
s,‘T@ - S)XOb(U(S) + Q(s,x,)) ds, 19 = 0, 
0, -r 5 6 5 0. 
Here b is a constant vector; u(.) E 24 is the control; $(s, z(a)) E K is a perturbation satisfying the 
Caratheodory conditions, and 
xo(6) I, 29 = 0, = { 
0 7 --T - < 2fl< 0. 
For (T(t)}tzo, we define an infinitesimal generator 
where ~(a) is a (n x n) matrix of bounded variation. If so, the controllable process satisfies the 
equation 
w = J O kh(w4t + 6) + b(49 + w, Q)), t 2 0, x(t) = Yip,, --T 2 t< 0. 
ASSUMPTION A. 1. At each instant of time t > 0, a complete vector of system state xt is known. 
ASSUMPTION A.2. The spectrum of infinitesimal operator 2 is located in the left-hand complex 
half-plane {X 1 Re X 5 -TO, 70 = const 2 0). 
ASSUMPTION A.3. 
1c, E K ef {T+b : w+ x c -+ w : vt I?)(t,xt)l < ~+~~x~ll}, 
where $+ < 00 is a known constannt; I . ( denotes the vector norm. 
Assumption A.2 entails no loss of generality, since it is equivalent to the assumption of TO- 
stabilizability rank 
0 
rank XI- [ J eAodr](6); b 1 = n for all X : Re X 1 -70. --P 
Given $+ > 0 and y E (O,-yo) subject A.l-A.3, a continuous control u E U is to be determined 
such that, for any $J E K, the closed-loop system is r-exponentially stable. 
DEFINITION 6.1. For given constants S > 0, y > 0, and for a certain u E U, the closed-loop 
system is called (6 > 0,y > O)-exponentially invariant with respect to perturbations of class K, 
if the condition 
IWI I OPII ew(-@L t20 
is fulfilled for any $1, +a E K: and cp E C. 
The (6, y)-exponential invariance of a system subject to Assumption 2O implies a y,-expo- 
nential stability, where ^fm = min(+y, yo), which guarantee robust stabilization with respect to 
perturbations. 
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6.2. Sufficient Condition for Exponential Invariance 
We define the “integrated error” 
J 
t a(t) = exp{-W - s)) . [u(s) + 1cl(s,z,)] ds, 
0 
where 1 = const 2 0 characterizes the accuracy to which a perturbation II, E K is compensated 
by control u E U. The following theorem takes place. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose A.2 is fulfilled. Then for any y > 0, there exists 7. > 0 such that, for 
each y E (0, yo), the fulfillment of the condition 
b(t)1 I roll~ll w(-+), t 2 0, 
for a certain u E U and for all 1c, E K: entails the (S, y)-invariance of the closed-loop system. 
One will easily have seen that 6 and 60 are related as 
6 = 6olbl 1 + 
( 
AL 11 + exp(70r) - Var lXd~)I) . 
70 - Y 
The control is specified on condition that the integrated error decays exponentially. We denote 
C(t; v> ef ~0llu7ll ew(-7th 
For handling the parametric control synthesis, we shall need the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let exist, for a given certain u E 24, a constant q > 0 and a nonnegative function 
v(t; cp) satisfying the following conditions: 
(lo) v(t) is differentiable with respect to t on condition that v(t) 2 J(0); 
PO) (c(t) + V@NIv(t)2~(t) 5 0, 40) 2 E(O); 
(3O) la(t)1 5 qv(t) for all $ E K and t 2 0. 
Ifso, b(t)1 I 60 . q. ll~ll exp(-yt). 
Suppose v(t) = Ia(t All conditions of Theorem 6.2 are fulfilled if 
(sgnoP(t) + Mt)l Ilc(t)pE(t) I 0. 
For the system of interest, this last condition is fulfilled if 
(sgnab(t) + 1Cl+ll~tll + -d4t)lllo(t)p~(t) 5 0. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Suppose A.2 and A.3 are fulfilled, and the control u E U satisfies the above 
condition. Then, for all 1c, E K and cp E C, the solutions of a closed-loop control system are 
y,-exponentially stable, and 
Idcp; u, $11 I (N + @Ml w{-r(t + @I, t 2 0, 
for each 29 E [--T, 01. 
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6.3. High-Gain Feedback Stabilization 
Suppose the chosen control is 
u(t) = -K&(t). 
The following theorem holds true. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A.2 and A.3 be fulfilled. Then for any SO > 0 and y E (O,‘yo), there exists 
Kz such that for aJJ 1+ K, 2 Kz and II, E K, the control u(t) = -K,+(t) satisfies the condition 
of stabilization. 
The lower bound for the gain factor takes the form 
6.4. Coordinate-Operator Feedback Stabilization 
To reduce the feedback gain factor, we make use of the binary control algorithm 
u(t) = /4t)K,Il4l - &4t), 
i@) = -~%44t) + /44H~>l)~ 
In this case the following theorem holds. 
P(O) E [-Lll. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let A.2 and A.3 be fulfilled. Then for any S > 0 and 7 E (0, 70) there exist 
K,” 2 0, Kz 2 0, (YO > 0 such that for all K, 2 Kz, I+ Kz 2 Kz, (Y 2 CYO, and $ E K. The 
closed-loop system is (6, y)-exponentially invariant, y-exponentially stable, and for each cp E C, 
the controllable process agrees with the estimate as specified by Corollary 6.1. 
The lower-bound estimates for constructive parameters take the form 
Theorem 6.4 holds for the memory-free algorithm also, 
u(t) = /4WLI4t)l - Kdt), 
b(t) = -asgn(4t) + k4t)14Wv P(O) E [-1,ll. 
In this case the lower-bound parametric estimate is 
Kz 1 y+++U +exp(v))E. 
6.5. Estimation of Integrated Error 
We make use of an asymptotic observer to estimate the current integrated error subject to 
unknown perturbations. We choose a row vector cT E lRn such that cb = 1, for example, 
c = bT/lb12. Then c(t) = cz(t) - C(t), w h ere the variable C obeys the equation 
t(t) = J” [@@>] x(t + 6) + qcz(t) - C(t)), I(O) = ccpw 
--T 
Here ii(*) = M-)1 T is a vector function of bounded variation. If the initial conditions are 
mismatched, that is, C(O) # ccp(O), then a(t) = cz(t) - c(t) + s(t), where the estimation error is’ 
delay-independent and obeys the equation 
i(t) = -Z&(t), 40) = 40) - C(O), 
and decays exponentially irrespective of u E lf and $ E K. 
The above results have been extended to the general differential systems that could be described 
by equations over convolution rings. 
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6.6. Stabilization of Uncertain Neutral Plants 
Linear neutral plants with compact nonstationary uncertainty, described by differential equa 
tions over convolution rings, are analyzed for stabilization. Conditions for state stabilization of 
an uncertain plant are formulated. Conditions for the existence of a “stable” integral manifold 
in the phase space of a closed-loop system are discussed; trajectories within the phase space are 
assumed to be independent of uncertainty factors. 
We are concerned here with dynamic systems of neutral type 
D*ci=A*z++*((u+cp), 
where z(t) E (L!iY)n is the state of a system; u(t) E (L!iY)m is the control; A, B, D are parameters; 
cp is a perturbation obeying the condition 
where O(t, z) is a vector function known at any instant of time; Lp is the space of locally 
integrable functions boundedly supported on the left; J is a ring commutative with respect to 
operations of summation and convolution with unity 6 and represented by the expressions , 
66 = 6(t-b) is the Dirac delta; L$ is the space of locally integrable functions supported in [0, 00); 
A4 c J is a subring of all 0 E J such that V6’ E M, 3F1 E 0;; 06 is the space of generalized 
functions supported in [0, 00). 
We wish to determine a feedback 21(x(t)) E (Lp) subject to which the trivial solution of a 
closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable, and to define conditions that would enable 
one to assign arbitrarily the stability of a closed-loop system. 
Let 
u(t) = Kl * i(t) + v(t), 
where v(t) E (Lp)“’ is the new control, and Ki E Jmxn is a matrix which imparts the needed 
properties to operator D, = D - B * K 1. In particular, if a pair (d, B) is controllable over the 
ring J, then K1 can be chosen such as to render the operator DC either pseudoneutral, or strongly 
stable. Under such a control, the system takes the form 
D,*i=A*s+B*(v,cp). 
To stabilize this system, it suffices to select a control v(t) E (Lp)m such as to impart a degree 
of stability p < oD to the closed-loop system 
k=F*x+G*((v+cp). 
Here F = D;l * A, G = D;l * B, aD is the degree of stability of operator D,. To define 
the conditions for stabilizing this system, we extend the quasi-splitting method to functional 
differential equations of neutral type. Let a matrix H be such that the product H * G is uni- 
modular over S-l J. Then the change of coordinates is possible 
Cl [ 1 GZ-, --- = M*x, - - - G*(H*G)-l , 62 H 1 
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where CT E (Lp)m; matrix fi is defined by solving the equation H * [xi, z21T = 0 for 22, that is, 
3~2 = ri * 21. Using the (or, 02) coordinates, the system takes the form 
ch = AH * ol+ An * 02, 
&.2 = A21*a1 +A22 *(~a + B2 *(v+‘P), 
where B2 = H * G. 
If the latter subsystem is effectively controllable, then the control v can be defined such as to 
ensure the relation 
4) = 0. 
This renders or (and consequently, z) independent of perturbation cp. The asymptotic properties 
of system’s solutions are therefore determined by equations 
Sufficient conditions for the M-transformation are defined by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let, for arbitrary elements al,. . . , a,-,-1 of the ring S-l J, exist a matrix K such 
that 
det(pE,-F+G*K)=p”* 
( 
n-m-1 
p”-“+ c oi*pi , 
i=o 
and the equation 
H*(F-G*K)=O 
is solvable for the matrix H = [I? : Em]. 
Then 
n--m-l 
det (p&a-m - Ari) = pn-m + c cri *pi. 
i=o 
The following two theorems provide a criterion of solvability. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let 
G= [6n-m!GmIT, Ggl E (S-lR[dbi])mxm. 
The conditions of Lemma 6.1 are fulElled if and only if the columns of matrix 
[FIG] = [~+*GL~FL*G], 
form a free modulus over the ring S-‘R[c&]. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let m = 1, and the pair (F, G) is defined over S-‘R[&,]. Then, to have the 
conditions of Lemma 6.1 fulfilled, it is necessary and sufficient that 
det-‘[FIG] E S-iR [&,,I . 
Let a triad (D, A, B) be defined over R and let a matrix K1 exist such that det-’ D, E R. 
Then, the following theorem takes place. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let m = 1, and let the following assumption be fulfilled: there exists a vector 
ho E (S-lR)lXn such that (ho* B)-l E R for any CC = [z’, z”] E (Lp) and the equation ho *z = 0 
is solvable for x” in R. 
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If so, the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) the pair (A * d, B) is spectrally controllable; 
(b) there exists, for arbitrary elements CQ, . . . , ~~-1, m - 1 2 n of the ring R, a vector 
h E REJxn such that (h * B)-’ E R and 
m-l 
det (p&-r - All) = pm + c CQ *pi. 
i=o 
Here the symbol Re is used to denote the convolution ring of rational functions composed of 
the elements 
)( 
n-l -1 
* p”+CPj*f+ 1 n>m, ai,pj E J. 
i=o 
To ensure stabilization, it will suffice to choose a control as has been recommended in Section 6.4. 
7. ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEM CONTROLLABILITY 
BY METHODS OF FOLIATION THEORY AND 
APPROXIMATE GROUPS 
7.1. Approximate Groups 
We shall analyze the controllability of system af 
2 = mu), 
on a smooth connected manifold M through the use of m-dimensional piecewise controls from 
K(V). It is assumed that, for any fixed u E V f(z,~) is a complete vector field on M, and for 
1 2 1, f(z,zl) E C’J)( m x V,TM) is a set of functions operative from M x V into a tangent 
foliation TM; each function is continuous with respect to u for any fixed z and is continuously 
differentiable with respect to z up to the order of 1 inclusively for any fixed u E V. 
The controllability is understood to mean the transitivity of a monoid SSf(M) composed of 
diffeomorphisms zy(t, .) : M -+ M, where T > 0, and xy(t,xO) is the solution of a system 
under control u; also, zy(O,z”) = z O. The law of composition in SSf(M)z is the conventional 
superposition of mappings; the identity mapping is taken for unity. Further, SSf(M) is used 
to denote the orbits of a point z E M, SSf(M)z = {g(z) : g E SSf(M)}. If the system of is 
controllable on M via K(V), we write of E Y(K(V), M). 
Suppose 0 is a topological space and M(R) is the monoid of mappings from R to R. A group 
of mappings from R to R is called the approximate subgroup of monoid M(R), if for z E Cl there 
is a sequence {ai} c h4l(fl) such that an arbitrary vicinity has a nonempty intersection with the 
set U+ri(z). 
DEFINITION 7.1. Approximate subgroups of monoid SSf (M) are termed the approximate groups 
of a system. 
Theorem below reveals a relation between the transitivity and the controllability of an approx- 
imate group. 
THEOREM 7.1. If inttSSf (M)s # 0 holds for any z E M, then the transitivity of the approximate 
group of a system implies the controllability of this system. 
Techniques for verifying the condition inttSSf (M)x # 0 are known, which are based on the 
determination of dimLieFv(x), where LieFv is a Lie algebra generated by a family of vector 
fields Fv = {f(z,u) : u E V}; LieFv(s) is a linear space stretched over the LieFv vector field 
values at point 2. 
In most cases, the transitivity of an approximate group is a cumbersome requirement. This 
inconvenience can be circumvented by means of a mathematical construct termed the foliation 
system. 
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7.2. Foliation System 
The foliation 3 of a manifold M having been specified, the system of generates an 3-foliation 
system in the following manner. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Suppose 3= E 3 is a layer such that x E 3z. Then the correspondence 
C>“(3V = 3z;(,,,)), extended by means of the superposition 
( t1,u1 Cf (3d) * * .) = CT” (3l/), 
where a(t) = ~i(t - CjSt tj) for xi=‘, tj < t 5 xi=, tj, T = Cz, ti, to = 0, ti > 0 (i = 
1,2,. . . , n) is called the 3-foliation system Cf. 
If cT”(3V) = 3z, we say that the system Cf translates the layer 3V into 3,. In what follows, 
the superscripts T, ii in CT”(3g) = 3* will be omitted for simplicity. The theorem below gives 
a definition of controllability for foliation systems. 
DEFINITION 7.3. If a system Cf translates any two layers 3,,3, E 3 into each other, we say 
that the system Cf is controllable on the foliation 3, and we write Cf E y(3). 
If G is a group of mappings fkom M to M, then we make use of 3(G) to denote the foliation M 
onto the orbits 3z(G) = Gx = {g(x) : g E G}. The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 7.2. If G is an approximate group of system aft and 3(G) is continuously differ- 
entiable foliation M such that codim 3(G) = 1 and x E iintSSf(M)x for all x E M, then 
gf E y(K(V), M) if and only if Cf E Y(3(G)). 
Thus, the solution of problem reduces to an analysis of controllability of the 3(G)-foliation 
system Cf. 
7.3. Controllability of a Foliation System 
Let the foliation 3 be locally co-orientable, and let Ef be a set of layers possessing the following 
property: there are y, J E 3=, uy,uz E V such that f(z,u,), f(y, 2~~) specify opposite co- 
orientations. The following theorem takes place. 
THEOREM 7.3. If the foliation 3 is locally co-orientable and codim 3 = 1, then 3 = Ef implies 
Cf E Y(3). 
In a number of cases, the equality 3 = Ef is a necessary condition for Cf E Y(3). The 
theorem below holds true. 
THEOREM 7.4. If the foliation 3 is locally co-orientable and codim 3 = 1, and for any x E M, 
M \ 3, is disconnected, then Cf E y(3) if and oniy if 3 = Ef. 
The condition 3 = Ef is cumbersome; an approach, based on the theory of graphs, provides a 
more subtle technique. 
A set of layers 3 with a final topology, generated by the mapping 1r3 : M + 3, 7r3(x) = 3, 
is called the topological space M(3) of a foliation 3. If M(3) is homeomorphic to the gluing Z 
of at most countable families of intervals {Ii}, 1i = {z E JR; 0 5 z 5 1) and half-intervals {Ji}, 
Ji = {z c W; 0 5 E 5 l}, then the 3 foliation is called a pre-Hausdorff foliation. Having 
identified the inseparable from each other (in the Hausdorff sense) gluing points, we obtain a 
topological Hausdorff space I’(E), or a gluing graph. Its vertices are the ends of intervals {Ii}, 
half-intervals {Ji}, as well as the images of non-Hausdorff points after their identification. Let 
{O}f=, be a set of the edges of a graph I’(s) with a fixed orientation, and let P be a natural 
projection, P : M(3) --) I’(Z). On the sets Mi(3) = P-‘(Qi), (1 5 i 5 l), we define an order 
relation: we write 3% + 3, if, starting from P(3,), one can arrive at P(3’,) moving in conformity 
with the orientation on Qi. 
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We define sets E+(Mi(3)), E-(A.&(3)). W e sssume that Fz E E+(3 E E-) if there are r > 0, 
z E 3=, 21 E K(V), u : [O,T] --f V, such that the inequality ti I ts entails 3z;(tl,E) -( 3,Y(ta,z) 
(3z;(ta,z) + 3z;(,,,,)) for all ti, tz E [0, r]. We supplement I’(Z) with new vertices which are the 
boundary points of sets P(E*(Mi(F))) (1 5 i 5 1) and with new oriented edges which are the 
connected components of sets P(E*(Mi, (3))) (1 5 i 5 1). We obtain a graph of system Cf 
on the foliation 3, which we denote l?,(3). The graph orientation is induced by the proper 
orientation of sets E*(Mi(3)) (1 < i < 1); the latter orientation may be different from the 
ordering of layers from Mi(3). 
DEFINITION 7.4. (Conditions of Possibility). Let the edge Qj of a graph I’f(3) be a connected 
component of the set P(E+(Mi(3))) (P(E-(Mi(3)))). We say that the edge Qi is passable 
if the fact of F, being the upper (lower) bound for the set P(Qi) implies that the equality 
Cr(PZ) = 3z holds for any 3z E P(Qj), 3z 4 3z(3z 4 3z). 
A digraph is connected if, starting from any of its vertices, one can arrive at a specified vertex 
travelling along the graph edges in conformity with their orientation. There are known techniques 
enabling one to test a digraph for connectedness. The theorem below is immediately sequent to 
the above notions. 
THEOREM 7.5. Jf 3 is a pm-Hausdorff foliation and all the edges and o-vertices of a graph I’f(3) 
are passable, then Cf E Y(3) if and only if yf(3) is connected. 
Approximate groups and the theory of foliation systems play an important part in the con- 
trollability analysis of nonlinear systems. In what follows, the potentiality of this approach will 
be shown in the controllability analysis of concrete types of systems. What we need now are 
techniques for constructing approximate groups. 
7.4. Constructing Approximate Groups 
Three major methods are employed in constructing the approximate groups of a system: 
(i) large coefficient method (LCM), (ii) Lobri method (LM), and (iii) Kunita method (KM). 
We shall discuss in some detail each of these methods. 
THEOREM 7.6. (LCM). If there are rj, pj E W” (j = 1,2,. . . , T-) such that -yj + k . & E V for 
aJJ Ic E IX, 1 5 j I T and there exist limits limk,, m,rj f Wj)W = Sj(Xc>, (1 I j I T) 
on any compact set K c M in the sense of topology C’ (here p = (2q+ 1)/(2wz + I.), (~1, w2 
are nonnegative numbers) and {zig (r)}&i axe complete vector fields on M), then the group of 
homeomorphisms with a system of generators {xcj (t, a); t E iR, 1 5 j 5 T} is an approximate 
group of system a!. We denote the group with a system of generators {xcj (t, .); t E W, :l < j < T} 
by K&I- 
COROLLARY 7.1. For the system 
i = f(x) + 2 bi(X)Ui, 
i=l 
where f(z), hi(x) E C’ (I 2 l), the group (bi)& is an approximate group. 
To construct the approximate group of a system on a Kiemannian compact manifoldi, we make 
use of the Lobri method based on the properties of conservative vector fields. This following 
theorem holds. 
THEOREM 7.7. (LM). If the set {zli}zi c V is such that the vector fields f(z, q), f(x, ‘us), . . . , 
f(xrum) are conservative, then (f( x, v~))~=i is an approximate group of the system. 
To make certain that of is controllable, we must construct a transitive approximate group, 
or an approximate group that specifies a foliation of codimension unity. Occasionally, a simpler 
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technique may be to construct a narrower group of mappings and then to extend it with the aid 
of KM technique. 
Let 2 be a set of complete vector fields. We denote by (2) a group with a generator system 
(xc(t, *); t E w, 6 E 2). w e assume that ad z1q = [zr, 4 = 0 for any ~1, z2 E 2, where [., .] is 
the vector field commutator. The superscript i in ad”zrz~ implies a multiple application of this 
operation, adOzrz2 = q. 
For b E Cr and 2 C C’, we make use of adf, b to denote the set 
{ ad’ I I... adin z,b; ir + i2 + ***+i,=z,ziE2(i=l)..., n)}. 
Let add ad(‘) b be a subset of add(“) 6 in which one of the indices ik at least is odd. The theorem 
below follows from the Kunita results. 
THEOREM 7.8. Let 2 c C”, f(z,u) E C ‘,O. If (2) is the approximate group of system af, and 
there are u E V and a natural w < 1 such that (ad”+’ 2f(z, u)) c {ad’ ~1~2; 0 5 T 5 1, zi E Z}, 
then 
({ad’zrq; 0 I y < 1, ~1, .z2 E 2) U add adw2f(z, u)) 
is ako an approximate group of system u f . 
7.5. Controllability of Two-Dimensional Nonlinear Systems 
Let dim M = 2 and let the system C(f, b) be 
2k+l 
s = f(x,u) + c bj(X)??. 
i=l 
Here, given any fixed u E R f(z, U) 
B(x) = {h(X), b2(57>, - * *, b2k+1(2)}, 
are complete vector fields; f(z,u) E C1lo, and besides, the vector field family Fv = {f(z,u); 
u E W} is uniformly bounded on any compact set K E M. Let us establish conditions for 
W, B) E WJR Ml. 
Making use of the large coefficient method, we construct an approximate group for the system 
C(f, B). On any compact set K E M (in the sense of the topology from Cl(K, TK)), there exists 
a limit 
therefore (b’&+r) is an approximate group for the system C(f, B). We denote by f”(z), by(z) 
the mappings f(z), hi(z) : M + TM on the local coordinates of the map (U,, Q,) of atlas A of 
manifold M; here U, c M, and \E,, is homeomorphism U, onto an open connected subset W2. 
The following theorems hold true. 
THEOREM 7.9. Let A be the orienting atlas of a connected orientable manifold M, and let Z? be 
the foliation specified by a vector field b 2k+l(x) # 0 d x&f. If, for any layer & E B, there are 
maps (Ua, \Ea), (Up, Qkp), of the atlas A such that U, n 13, # 0, Up n f3, # 0, det(f”(Z,fi) + 
cft’;’ tIp(z b;k+l(z)) < 0 f or certain (2, G) E (U,n&) xR, and det(f@(Z, G)+C~~~’ bf(2)G’, 
b:k+l(g)) ’ O, f or certain (5, fi) E (Up n 23,) x JR, then C(f, B) E y(Ic(R), M). 
THEOREM 7.10. Let A be the orienting atlas of a connected orientable manifold M, and let 
the set M \ l?, be disconnected for any 2~. If so, C(f, B) E Y(K(W), M) holds if and only if, 
for any layer B, E 23, there are maps (Ucl, S,), (Up, \ks) of the atlas A such that U, n f3, # 0, 
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det(fQ(f,ti)+CiLf’ br(Z)iii, b” 2k+l(f)) < Oforcertain (Z,a) E (UQr)&)xW, anddet(f@(Z,6)+ 
CfiT’ $(+, h&+,(2)) > 0 for certain (Z,6) E (Ufl n Bz) x Hp. 
Let M = W2 \ 0, and let the origin be asymptotically stable state of equilibrium of the system 
5 = b2k+l(x); 
G* = {x E M for any ii E R f det(f(z,ti) + Cf:T’ bi(z)tii, bzk+l(z)) > 0). The following 
theorem holds. 
THEOREM 7.11. Let f(z,~) E C1vo, hi(z) E Cl, (i = 1,2,. . . ,2k + 1) and Jet W(Z) E C1 be a 
function such that either for V(z) = W( x , or for V(Z) = -W(Z) the inequa&ies ) 
44) I V(x) I ml), (grad V(x), h+l(x)) -c -4blh 
are firtilled for aJJ x E R2. Here o(r) + 00 as T -+ 00; a(.), @(.),w(,) are strictly monotonic 
functions equal to zero at the origin. Then E(f,B) E Y(K$k),W \ 0) if and only if there are 
simuJtaneousJy no two points x+ E G+, x- E G- such that xbak+, (t, x&I> E Gf for any t E W. 
7.6. Controllability of Potential Systems 
We consider the controllability of a potential system af defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 7.5. System crf is a potential one if there is an approximate group G of the sys- 
tem af such that the layers of foliation 3(G) are the level surfaces of a certain C’-submersion 
W:M+W. 
We introduce a mapping cp : M x V --f IR, 
The following theorem is a corollary to Theorems 7.2 and 7.3. 
THEOREM 7.12. Let af be a potential system, inttSS-f(M)x # 0 for aJJ x E M, and the 
Cl-submersion W(Z) : M -+ JR specifies a foliation 3(G), where G is the approximate group 
of system uf. If, in each Jayer 3z E 3(G) there are points y,z E 3z S&I that cp(y, a) > 0, 
cp(z, 6) < 0 for certain ai, G E V, then af E y(KZ(V), M). 
Theorem 7.4 leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.13. Let af be a potential system, inttSSf(M)x # 8 for aJJ XM, and Jet the 
Cl-submersion W(x) : M --t W specify a foliation 3(G), where G is the appraximate group 
of system af; also, Jet the set M \ 3= be disconnected for any 3jl E 3(G). Such being the case, 
uf E Y(W),M) f d i an only if there are points y,z E 3z(V3z E 3(G)) such that cp(y,ti) > 0, 
f.p(z, ii) < 0 for certain ii, ii E V. 
We denote cp;‘(O) = {x E M : cp(x,v) = 0). I m p osing additional requirements on function 
cp(x,zl) and foliation 3(G), one can draw corollaries from the above formulated theorems as 
follows. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Subject to the conditions of Theorem 7.12, for any u E V the mappjng cp(-, u) 
is Cl-submersion, and if for any x E M there is v E V such that the layer 3% transversely 
intersects CP,-l(O), then of E y(K(V), M). 
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7.7. Controllability of Polynomial Systems 
We analyze the controllability of the P-system 
2k+l 
ki:= 
lil+j=O 
in lRn with the aid of functions X(R). Here i is a multi-index, that is, i = (il,i2 7.*.,&J, 
[iI = Cy=lij, Xi = Xy ’ X2...Xk; Ic is a natural number; aij E Wn for all such i,j, that 
0 2 Ii1 +j 5 2k+ 1. We denote the mapping P(x) as P(x) = &l=2k+1 aiox*. Given i 2 1, Pi(x) 
is understood to mean P”(Z) = P(Piel(x)), here P’(x) = z. 
We can make certain that (aO2k+l) is the approximate group for P-system. We apply the KM 
technique to extend the group (a&?k+l) and to obtain a sufficient condition for the controllability 
of P-system. 
THEOREM 7.14. If 
~mk{aO2k+l,~(~O2k+l), * *. 1 pm(a02k+l), *. .I = 7% 
then P E Y(Ec(W), IF). 
This theorem can be reformulated in stronger terms invoking Theorem 7.13. Precisely, the 
following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 7.15. Let {<i}~~~ be the basis of a linear envelope stretched over the vectors {aOQk+l, 
P(aO2k+l), . . . T p(aO2k+l), . . . }. Then P E y(lc(R),R”) if and only if for an arbitrary c E W 
there are y* E P, uk E lR such that 
2k+l 
deW,Cl,...,C,-1) =c, f det C aijY:U$, Ci,...,Ll >O. 
lil+j=O 
This theorem covers a wider class of polynomial systems. The above results are used in solving 
the stabilization problems for uncertain nonlinear systems. 
8. STABILIZATION OF MOTION 
Consider the system af 
on a smooth connected manifold M. Whenever ‘1~ E IP, f(z, u) is a complete vector field on M. 
To be analyzed is the stabilization of system af in the sense as defined below. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Suppose K, U E M and K is a compact set. System af is stabilizable in K on U 
via the feedback class U, if there exists a control u(t, x) E U such that for a system, loopclosed 
by this feedback, K is a stable attractor with an attraction region containing U. 
A closed set K c M is called the attractor of a system ? = f(x, u(t, x)) with a region of 
attraction A, K c A, if for any instant of time to E R, for a vicinity O(K) of the compact set K, 
and for a point x0 E A there is T such that the solution is Y’(t, to, x0) E U(K) (z(t, to, so) = 2’) 
for t > T. The attractor K is called a stable one if for any vicinity 01(K) there is a vicinity 
02(K) such that for any (to, x0) E W x Q(K) the inclusion z(t, to, zO) E 01(K) is valid whateve 
be t 2 to. 
In this case we write uf E St&f, U, K). 
Let us consider, for one thing, a local analogue of the problem. Let K = x* is a certain point, 
in M. If for K = Z* the problem is unsolvable, we shall define a minimal diameter for the vicinity 
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of compact-closure point Z* enabling the local stabilization at, a certain point in the closure of 
this vicinity. 
We denote diam K = sup Z,yEK ~M(M(s, y), where p~(z, y) is a fixed metric on M. 
DEFINITION 8.2. If there exists a vicinity 0(x*) of the point Z* such that diam O(Z*) = E, and 
there is a point y E 0(x*) for which ‘of E St(Z.4, w(y),y), w h ere v(y) is a certain vicinity of the 
point y and there exists no vicinity for the point x* of smaller diameter that would satisfy al1 
these requirements, then we say that the system af is E-stabilizable at x*. 
In this case we write cf E St’(U, xc’). 
8.1. The First-Approximation Stabilization 
U = Km is the class of piecewise continuously differentiable stationary feedbacks U(X) E 
X(M,R) if and only if there is an at most countable covering of the manifold M by compact 
sets {Ki}; U(X) E Cm(int,t(Ki),R) are continuously differentiable mappings and, besides, at any 
boundary aKi, the function U(X) and all its derivatives up to an order of m are allowed to have 
discontinuities of the first, kind only. 
We are concerned now with the inclusion of E St(~(M,lR),x*). A necessary condition for 
af E St(lC(M, R), x’) is that x* E P-‘(O) must be a static characteristic of system af. 
The following theorem takes place. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let f(x,u) E Cllle, (f( x*,u*) = 0, x* E P-‘(O)). If the system 
is stabilizable at the origin on R” (n = dimM) via linear feedbacks C(W”, El”), then af E 
St(P=‘(M, R”), x*) and, th e more so, x* is the regular point of a static characteristic; that is, in 
a certain vicinity of this point, P-l is an immersed CT-manifold (r = min(k, 1)) of dimension m. 
Applying the Kalman controllability criterion to Theorem 8.1 leads to the corollary below. 
COROLLARY 8.1. If ~(z,u) E Cl>” (I, k > l), x* E P-‘(O) and there is u* E Wm such that 
f(x*, u’) = 0, 
then of E St(Cw(M, Rm), x*). 
The following statements provide a basis for the synthesis of a stabilizing feedback in the 
regular case. 
COROLLARY 8.2. If, at any point y E wZ* (wZ* being a connected component P-‘(O) containing 
the point x*) the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled, then there exists a vicinity O(wz*) such 
that 
c7f E St(K(M,lP), O(w,*), x*). 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let f(x,u) E C’lk (I, k > l), U* E W” such that z* E P-‘(O), ~(z*,u*) = 0 
and 
If v(y) = Ky is the stabilizing feedback of a linearized system 
p = wyeY+ afwy),, 
then U(X) = U* + K(z - x*) is the feedback which stabilizes locally the system af at point z*. 
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8.2. Local Stabilization 
We consider the local stabilization problem for a system C(f, b) : k = f(x) + b(x)21 at point 2’. 
Suppose there is a smooth positive definite function V(z), V(z*) = 0 in a vicinity of point x*. 
Conditions are to be specified on V(X), f(x), b(x) subject to which there exists a feedback 
u(x) E K(lP \ x*, R) such that (gradV(x), f(x) + b(x)u(x)) I 0 and the set (gradV(x), f(x) + 
b(x)u(x)) = 0 contains no continuous trajectories. If the last two condition are fulfilled, then the 
feedback u(x) stabilizes locally the system C(f, b) at point x*. 
The local stabilization properties are dependent on the ordering of the surfaces defined as 
3(x) = 0, Im(z) = 0, where 
F(x) = (gradV(x), f(x)), Im(x) = kwWx), b(x)). 
THEOREM 8.2. If there exists a punctured vicinity O(z*) \ 2’ such that the mappings V(z), 
f(x), b(x) are continuously differentiable and 
{ 2 E .0(x*) \ x*; Im(x) = 0} C (5 E o(z*) \ x*, Im(x) < 0} , 
then 
C(f, 6) E St(K(Wn \ x*, R), x*>. 
If V(z), f(x), b(x) satisfy additional conditions, the corollaries below are obtained. 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let the vector fields f(z), b(z) be at least twice continuously differentiable in 
a vicinity of the point x* E P-l(O); (grad3(x*), gradIm) # 0. If there exists a positive definite 
quadratic form V(z) such that V(s*) = 0, V E C3(lFP, R+), and all the eigenvalues of the matrix 
{-yij(~*)}~,j#l are positive, where 
yij(x*) = -sgn 
(z?) [ (a3fax,).( & ($)’ 
a23 83 83 d23 83 d3 + a23 a3 63 -------- --- 
dxidxl dXj ax1 dxldxj axi ax1 ax; axi dxj 
-(aIm~ax,)3{~(~)2-~~~ 
a21m dim dim + @Im dim dim ---- 
dxldxj axi ax1 w K axj 31 ’ I’ 
where 1 5 1 I n is a number such that w w # 0, then 
C(f, 6) E st(n(R” \ x*, R),x’). 
The sufficient condition for local stabilization can be represented as a relation between the 
principal curvatures of surfaces 
3(x) = 0, Im(x) = 0. 
COROLLARY 8.5. Let the vector fields f(x),b(x) be at least twice differentiable in a certain 
vicinity of the point x* E P-l(O); (grad 3(x*), grad Im(x*)) # 0. If there exists a positive definite 
quadratic form V(z) such that V(x*) = 0, and at point x*, the minimal principal curvature of 
surface 3(x) = 0 along the grad3(x*) direction is greater that the maximal principal curvature 
of surface Im(x) = 0 along the same direction, then 
C(f, 6) E St(K(R” \ x*,llq, x*). 
Comment on &-stabilization. If x* $8 P-'(O), then af $! St&f, x’) holds for system af, since 
there exists no such u* E U, that f(x*,u*) = 0. Nonetheless, for P-'(O) # 8 there is E > 0 
such that af E St’&!, x*). We make use of s(P-l(O)) to denote a subset P-‘(O) such that the 
system cf is U-stabilized at each point of this set. Let E = minyEs(p-l) PM(Y, x*), where PM(., .) 
is a fixed metric on M. If so, one has af E St”@, x*). 
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8.3. Global Stabilization 
A global analogue is known for Theorem 8.2. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let a(r),P(r) E ‘H (Hahn function), limr--rooa(r) = 00, and let V(x) be a 
continuously differentiable function obeying the inequalities 
for all x E iP, where 1x1 = m and x* E P-‘(O). If 
{xEWn\x*; Im(z) = 0) c {x E IV \ z*; F(z) < 0)) 
then 
C(f, b) E St(K(JP \ x*, IQ IF?, x’). 
Let, us apply Theorem 8.3 to analyze the stabilizability of nonlinear systems on JP, specified by 
homogeneous vector fields f(x), b(x). Recall that a vector field f(x) is homogeneous if f(xz) = 
XPf(x) for all X E W. Here p is the degree of homogeneity for f(x). The following theorem gives 
a sufficient condition for the stabilizability of system C(f, Z) at the origin. 
THEOREM 8.4. Iff(x),b(x), V( ) x are homogeneous continuously differentiable functions,, deg f > 
deg b, and Theorem 8.3 holds for x* = 0, then C(f, b) E St(K(P, R), W”, 0), and there exists 
y E W, 7 > 0 such that the feedback 
U(X) = -7 sgn(grad V(x), b(x))lxldegfSdeg b, 
stabilizes the system C(f, b) at the origin on IP. 
Given additional conditions, we obtain sufficient conditions of stabilization at the origin. 
COROLLARY 8.6. Let the conditions of Theorem 8.4 be fulfilled, and deg f > deg V + 2 deg b - 1. 
Then C(f, b) E St(lC(Rn,W),lFP, 0), and there is y E W, y > 0 such that the feedback 
u(x) = -Tsgn(grad V(x), b(x))jxldegf-degV-2degb+1, 
stabilizes the system C(f, b) at the origin on IP. 
As is known, the controllability entails stabilizability of system C(,f, b), specified by a polyno- 
mial vector field f(x) of odd power and by constant vector fields B = {bl, . . . , b,}. Generally 
speaking, this implication is erroneous. For two-variable nonlinear systems of general ordering, 
the controllability implies stabilizability at any point of the static characteristic on an arbitrary 
compact set K c M (dim M = 2) by means of piecewise smooth feedbacks. 
THEOREM 8.5. Let M be a two-dimensional smooth manifold and let the following requirements 
be fulfilled for the system C(f, b) : K C M is a compact subset; M is a simply connected smooth 
manifold, admissible for the foliation 23 as specified by the integral curves of a field b(x) # 0 on 
M; f, b E C”(M, TM); for all x E P-l(O), rank([f,b](x),b(x)) = 2. IfYZ(f,b) E y(K,.M), then 
for any point x’ E P-l(O) I-I K # 8, there exists a vicinity O(K) of the compact set K such that 
C(f, b) E SW-W% W~,X*), and there is a feedback W to implement this inclusion such 
that the closure O(K) is right-invariant with respect to the system ? = f(z) + Wb(x). 
The roots of the characteristic polynomial 
m 
C-1) m+lXm+l = C(-l)W, 
i=o 
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play an important role here; pi are the Kronecker characteristics for the pair (f, b) of system 
C(f, b), which are assumed to be constant. 
The following theorem takes place. 
THEOREM 8.6. Let the origin be a stable state of equilibrium for the system S = f(x), v(f, b) = m 
and let a pair of vector fields have constant Kronecker characteristics pi E W (0 5 i 5 ~(f, b)) 
such that the characteristic polynomial is stable. If rank,{ad> b}ge = n for all x E Wn \ 0, then 
for any y > 0 one has C(f, b) E St,,(lP,O), and the stabilizing relay feedback can be chosen in 
the form 
T&x) = -~sgn(xoe-tf,xoee-tfoetadfb). 
In the case of real-analytic vector fields f, b E C” during the course of a transient process, the 
feedback in terms of Theorem 8.6 has an at most countable number of isolated switches, which 
renders smoothing infeasible. 
THEOREM 8.7. Suppose all the conditions of Theorem 8.6 axe fulfilM. If 
rank {ad) b}:, = n, 
for all x E lRn \ 0, then 
C(f, 6) E St(cyRt x W”, W), IP,O), 
and the stabilizing feedback can be chosen in the form 
u(t, 2) = - (2 0 emtf, x 0 emtf 0 etadfb) . 
This statement effectively applies to polynomial systems, especially, bilinear systems. 
THEOREM 8.8. Suppose the following conditions are fulfIUed for a bilinear system C(Az +a, Bx) : 
(1) x* E P-'(O), that is, there exists u* E llU such that Ax* + a + BX*u* = 0; 
(2) the equilibrium states for systems i = AZ, P = - ad A(X) are stable; here ii = A + u*B, 
ad A(X) = XA - Ax, x E WX”. 
If rank,{ad(f/A)Bx}ze = n for any x E llP \ x’, then the bilinear system C(Aa: + a, Bx) is 
stabilizable at point x* via both relay and real-analytic feedbacks. 
These statements are generalized to the case of a multivariate control and nonconstant Kro- 
necker characteristics. We assume also that the input control signal contains an additive smooth 
perturbation, that is, the system C(f -t- Bw, B), 
i = f(x) + 2 bi(X)(Ui + wj(t, x)), 
i-1 
is stabilized; here wi(t, x) E Coo; B = {bi, . . . , bl}, and the function w = (WI,. . . , w,} is known 
to within an estimate 
14, x)1 I w+(t, x). 
In this case, the following analogue of Theorem 8.6 holds. 
THEOREM 8.9. Let the origin be a stable state of equilibrium for the system x = f(x), v(f, bi) =E 
mi (1 5 i 2 1) and let {@ij}y!e C Cw(Rn) be the KronecJcer characteristics of a pair (f, bi) c Co3 
(IP, lP), (1 5 i 5 1) such that the origin is a stable state of equilibrium for the linear differential 
equations 
(qni+lani+l = F(-l)je-tf o pijaW, 
j=O 
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where 1 2 i I 1. If rank,{&> B}z”=, = n for all 2 E IP \ 0, then for any 7 E {ri}txl, -Ye > 0, 
(1 I i I 1), one has C(f + Bw, B) E St,,,+,+(lP,O), and the stabilizing feedback can be chosen 
in the form 
%(t,x) = -(ri -k W+(t,X))SgIl(z oeetf,a: o ewtf o etBdfbi), (1 6 i 5 1). 
The more so, ifw = 0, then C(f, B) E St(P’(lRt x Rn,lRr),Wn,O), and the feedback 
?&(t,2) = -(z Oe-tf,zoe-tf opdfbi)) (1 I i 2 11, 
stabilizes the system C(f, B) on R” at the origin. 
To conclude this section, we wish to emphasize that the controllability and stabilizability results 
can be generalized to a vast class of nonlinear delayed systems. 
9. ROBUST STABILIZATION OF INDETERMINATE 
DISCRETE SYSTEMS 
9.1. A Semigroup Approach to the Description of Admissible Perturbations, 
the Principle of Contracting Mappings and Isometries 
In what follows we describe, in terms of semigroups and isometry groups, the classes of ad- 
missible perturbations which preserve asymptotic stability. For discrete system, an admissible 
indeterminacy is characterized by a convex envelope of the elements of semigroups. 
Let us consider the systems 
zk+l = Fk(zk), 
where Fk(zk) is a compact subset from IP, and the equation is understood in the sense that for 
any k E N, its right-hand side is a smooth mapping fk(zk) E Coo, known with the accuracy to 
within the Set Fk(zk). 
Suppose that zero is an exponentially stable state and, in addition, there exists a positive 
definite function Vk(z) such that 
fL(lb)EFb(lb) h+k+l(fkbd) 5 Pll/k(d max 
&lbl12 5 h(z) 5 ~303/ld12, 0 < Pl -c 1, P2 > 0, P3 > 0. 
We denote by VF the set of Lyapunov functions satisfying these conditions. 
Then zero is an exponentially stable state of equilibrium of a system of the form 
Zk+l = P(l/k){Fk(zk)), 
where vk E VF, p(vk){Fk (zk)} is the orbit of the semigroup p(vk), which preserves the indicated 
inequalities for the functions vk(z), i.e., 
,,(vk) = {g : R” ---) Rn; h(g(s)) 5 vk(x), 2 E Rn) * 
The semigroup p(vk) contains the symmetry group G(&) of the fUnCtiOnS I/k(x): 
G(Vk) = {g : Rn ---) Rn; vk(g(s)) = Vk(x), 2 E wn) * 
If the function V(s) is defined by a metric, then G(Vk) is an isometry group corresponding to 
this metric. Moreover, the semigroup p(V) consists exactly of the isometry group G(V), and a 
semigroup of contracting mappings in the metric, namely, the following principle is valid. 
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PRINCIPLE OF CONTRACTING MAPPINGS AND ISOMETRIES. If the asymptotic properties of a 
system are defined by the metric Lyapunov function, then the admissible indeterminacy, whjch 
preserves the asymptotic stability of zero, can be described by the orbits of isometry groups and 
the semjgroup of contracting mappings in this metric. 
Properties of admissible semigroup deformations are as follows. 
1. That the set VF # 8. Then zero is exponentially stable for any system 
xk+l = P(V;){Fk(lk)}r 
where V,l(z) E conv{‘uF}. 
2. If VF is a set of convex functions, then zero is exponentishy stable for any system of the 
form 
xk+l = conV{p(vk)){~k(~k)). 
Let us consider the following linearly indeterminate systems: 
xk+l = a&k. 
Suppose that the eigenvalues of the matrix A Xi(A) < 1, i = 1,. . . , n. Then, for any matrix 
W = WT > 0 the discrete Lyapunov equation 
ATHA - H = -W, 
has a positive definite solution H = HT > 0. In this case, the semigroup p(V) of contracting 
mappings and isometries in the metric ~(0, z) = zTHz has the form 
p(V) = {B E iRnxn; BTHB 5 H} . 
We set H = I and introduce the parametrization B = CC, C E R”‘“. Then the semigroup p(V)1 
is defined by the inequality c2CTC 5 I, which is valid for any 1~1 < l/d-. Let C= {cij ZO., 
Vi, j}. The inequality &‘BTB 5 I holds for any matrix B = {bij} such that lbijl 5 cijr and1 
consequently, the process 
zk+l = BkAxk 
is asymptotically stable for any sequence of matrices satisfying the inclusion 
9.2. The Principle of Recurrent Stability of Perturbations 
Let us consider the family of models in the space 
CA : xk+l = A(k)xr, + Buk, 
where z E W”, u E lRm; A(k) E M, k E N is a matrix of variable parameters. The compact; 
set M defines the indeterminacy of behavior of the system CA. 
We have to determine the conditions under which the problem of asymptotic stability of the 
object is solvable for any sequence A(k) E M. 
DEFINITION 9.1. The compact set L c Rn is symmetrjzable if there exists an element L* 6: 
conv{L}, such that the relation 
L” = (L’ - AL) E conv{L}, 
is valid for any L’ = (L* + AL) E conv{L}. 
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The element L* is the center of symmetry of conv{L}. 
DEFINITION 9.2. The compact set L c R” is even if it is symmetrizable and, in addition, we 
have 
Ly = (L’ - PiAL) E conv{L}, i=1,...,2n, 
fl 0 . . . 0 
0 fl 0 
Pi= . *. * 7 . : 
0 . . . I.. fl 
for any L’ = (L’ + AL) E conv{L}. 
DEFINITION 9.3. The infinite sequence of matrices S = {S(O), S(l), . . . , S(i), . . . }, S(i) E Wnxn, 
i E N is recurrently stable if the discrete process 
x/c+1 = S(~)&, z E lRn, k = O,l,. . . , 
is asymptotically uniformly stable, otherwise S is a recurrently unstable sequence. 
We denote the set of all sequences formed by the elements of the set M c lRnxn, by SM. 
DEFINITION 9.4. If S is a recurrently stable sequence t/S E SM, then the set M c lRnXn is 
recurrently stable. 
In these terms the principle of recurrent stability of perturbations is valid. 
THEOREM 9.1. If the linear nonstationary object 
zk+l = (A + AA(k))zl, + buk, 2 E lv, 21 E IF, 
with the compact even indeterminacy 
AA(k) E M c IWnxn, M*=O,VkcN, 
is asymptotically stabilizable, then M is a recurrently stable set. 
The converse is also true, namely, if M is a recurrently unstable set, then the object is asymg 
totically nonstabilizable. 
INTERVAL ESTIMATES. The following theorem is valid for an object in the conditions of interval 
indeterminacy: 
. 
A(k) E tI E I(Rnx, ), A= [A-,A+],vI(A)=~(A++A-), 
W(A) = (A+ - A-) ,w (aij) = (af - a;) 5 0, W* = iW(A). 
THEOREM 9.2. The stability of the matrix W* is a necessary condition for an asymptotic stabi- 
lizability of the object CA. 
COROLLARY 9.1. Let rank[B] = rank[B : m(A)]. The object CA is asymptotically stabilizable if 
and only if the matrix W’ is stable. 
METRIC ESTIMATES. Suppose that in the equation 
xk+l = (A + AA(k))zk + BUk, 
AA is a matrix of parametric perturbations, and 
IIAAII I a < 00, cl > 0. 
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Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9.3. The condition 0 < CN < 1 is necessary for the asymptotic stabjJiz&jon of the 
object CA. 
REMARK. The condition of recurrent stability of perturbations is also preserved for the nonlinea 
system 
xk+l = F(Zk,uk) + AF(k)zk. 
A MODEL OF AUTOREGRESSION. Let us consider the autoregression model 
c, :xk+l = aO(.lc)zk + al(lE)Zk-l+"'+a,-l(lC)Zk-(,-l)+Uk. 
We denote 
i= ,bRn; i=A-L*,AELcIP}, 
0 I 
A= - 
I 42-l 
I 
--- --- --- 
=T 
L 
The following theorem gives the stabilizability criterion. 
THEOREM 9.4, Let L c Wn be an even set. Then, the recurrent stability of the set A c IRnxn is 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotic stabilizability of the system C,. 
Theorem 9.4 immediately gives the following. 
THEOREM 9.5. The necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotic stabilizability of the 
system C, in the conditions of interval indeterminacy is the stability of the polynomial G(t), i.e., 
IMW>I < 1, i=l,...,n. 
Here Xi(G(z)) are the roots of the polynomial 
G(z) =P+poz n-l +--*+&-I, i=o ,...,n-1. 
9.3. Localization Method 
We propose a method of stabilization of a discrete indeterminate system which is based on the 
measurements of the characteristics of the phase trajectory and their use for localization of the 
stabilizing feedback on the chosen parametric family of admissible feedbacks. 
We consider SISO, which is an object 
C(M, b) : xt+l = Azt + but, AEM; 
the pair {A,b) is stabilizable for any matrix A from M; the compact set M characterizes the 
indeterminacy. 
The problem consists in the asymptotic stabilization of the object at zero. 
We define on M a finite partitioning into, maybe, partially intersecting sets Mi, i.e., M = 
ut, Mi and specify the parametric family of feedback functions u(K, z), K E Cl. Under certain 
conditions, M and its partition induce on the set 52 a subset RM c R and its partition StM = 
ut, Ri such that the closed system 
xt+l = Axt + WK a), 
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is asymptotically stable for any pairs {K, A}, K E S$, A E Mi, i = 0,. . . , s. The sense of this 
procedure is that with the aid of parametrization and discretization the problem odd the feedback 
synthesis reduces to the problem of a finite choice. We denote by M,. = Ui Mi the union of sets 
such that A E Mi, and respectively, R, = Ui Ri. The stabilization problem is solved when we can 
indicate some element K E 52, using a finite number of measurements of the phase trajectory. 
This technique is known as localization. 
Let us consider localization methods based on the measurement of the quadratic and the linear 
form of the state vector and on the use of a system of congruencies. 
DEFINITION 9.5. For the positive definite matrix H = HT > 0 the object C(M, b) is H-quad- 
ratically stabilized by means of the feedback U(X) for any A E M, if zero is globally asymptotically 
stable. 
The following theorem gives the condition of solvability of the problem of H-quadratic stabi- 
lization. 
THEOREM 9.6. The object C(M, b) is H-quadratically stabilizable if and only if 
Ay~ 11 (I - (bT~b)-l bbT~) AllH < 1. 
Let us consider the localization method with the measurement of the linear form u = cx. 
Suppose that 
G = {X 1 u = cx = 0}, GA = {x++ 1 I~tl 5 All~t-rll + CO, A > 0, CO 2 0). 
DEFINITION 9.6. The set G is a stabilizing set for the object C(M,b) if for any matrix A E M 
there exists a feedback U(X) such that the equation xt+l = Axt + but is asymptotically stable at 
zero under the inclusion xt E G. 
DEFINITION 9.7. The object C(M, b) can be globally G-stabilized at zero by means of the feed- 
back U(X) for any matrix A E M if the set G is: 
(1) a stabilizing set of the object C(M, b); 
(2) a finitely attracting set of a closed control system. 
Let A, be an arbitrary matrix of the family 
When we use a feedback of the form ZL~ = -(cb)-‘cAxx, the closed system equation assumes the 
xt+l = PA,xt - (cb)-‘kc (Xi - pi) Aixtr P = (I - (dq’bc) . 
If follows from the relation 
i=l 
ut+l = - &i - pi)cAizt, 
i=l 
that the linear form (T = cx contains information on the unknown vector 
and in addition, if IX,, (PA,)1 < 1, then there exists a number A > 0 such that for Iot+rl 5 
Allxtll the equation of the closed system is asymptotically stable. In what follows, we consider 
objects for which cb # 0, mu&M Ix,,,(PA)I < 1. 
The following theorem defines the solvability of the G-stabilization problem. 
THEOREM 9.7. Let the condition ms&&M I&,,, (PA)1 < 1 hold for a certain vector cT E Rn 
(cb # 0). Then the object C(M, b) with the feedback ut = u(xt) E C(U) is asymptotically stable. 
In this case any trajectory of the motion of the closed system belongs to the hyperplane CT = 0, 
except, maybe, a finite number of points q 5 n, where n is the dimension of the system. 
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10. CONCLUSION 
We shall briefly summarize the major conclusions relevant from both theoretical and practica.1 
standpoints. 
1. Basic principles have been formulated and major objectives have been outlined in a novel 
approach to the automation of complex plants under the conditions of inherent uncertainty. 
2. The potentialities of automatic systems have been analyzed in greater detail, the class 
of plants amenable to automation has been extended and the level of their regulation 
improved; conditions have been formulated enabling the regulators to be better adapted 
to their real-life operation. 
3. Major trends in the prospective development of the feedback theory have been outlined 
and ways to the improvement of control methods under uncertainty of different types have 
been suggested. 
REMARK. Most results, presented in this overview, have been obtained by the authors in cooper- 
ation with their colleagues A. P. NOSOV, V. I. Sizikov, B. V. Ulanov, A. A. Soloviev, L. V. Levan- 
tovskiy, I. G. Mamedov, A. L. Nersisyan, S. V. Nikitin, P. V. Zhivoglyadov, M. G. Nikitina and 
Y. Y. Nisenzon. The problems, outlined in the overview, have been covered in numerous publi- 
cations, mostly in Russian. For more detailed information on a particular issue, please, contact 
us by e-mail. 
